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Abstract
"User Attitudes and Goals as a Basis for
Evaluating Physical Environments."
by
Lawrence William Whitehead, B.Arch., M.P.H.

Thesis Statement: All of the complex factors making up the attitude
and goal structures of users of the physical environment will affect
their responses to this environment. The degree of satisfaction of
these goal structures by patterns of activities offers one approach to
evaluating physical environments. By examining the activities valued by
users, and the constraints placed on these activities by physical
environmental factors, particular physical systems can be evaluated by
the support they give to these important user activities.

The thesis is developed as follows:
(1) Basic problems involved in measuring individual attitudes
and goals are discussed, and a catalog of methods that might
be used in such measurements is presented.
(2) A model of activity occurrence factors is developed, showing
three basic requirements:
(a) activities must be needed by a sufficiently large
population within the given organizational structure;
(b) resources must be available or allocated to support the
activity (referred to in the thesis as the "administra¬
tive" function);

(c)

an adequately supportive physical environment must be
available.

(3) A case study is presented that determines goal and activity
patterns of students in a graduate school situation.

Through

the testing of hypotheses about attitude interrelationships,
the model is verified, and it is shown that user attitudes
about personal goal satisfaction, and about the perceived
interest of those persons allocating resources, directly
affect user responses to the physical environment.

This

suggests the importance of determining user goals, and
examining organizational structure and functioning, as well
as providing adequate physical environments, if user-valued
activities are to be supported.
(4) A detailed evaluation of the buildings of the case-study organi¬
zation is presented, based on data obtained in the questionnaire
study reported in the thesis.

The evaluation shows the type

of problems that affect users' activities.

Intervention steps

are suggested.
(5) The method of study used here is itself evaluated, and its
faults and useful portions are noted.
research are given.
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5.

Behavioral Concepts in Design and Planning

5.i. Introduction
Environmental Psychology is concerned with people, places, and the
behavior and experience of these people in relation to these places.
Stated more formally, it raises theoretical questions about and
undertakes empirical research into the relations between the physical
environment and human behavior and experience.
(Proshansky, 1971)

This thesis documents an investigation into the behavioral effects
of the physical environment, especially the designed physical environ¬
ment.

The results of this investigation show that no theory of such

effects exists, the approaches to the problem that are available are
rudimentary and yield few usable results, and it is very difficult for
a designer to enter this field due to large problems of professional
vocabularies, jargon, methods, and the differences in ways of thinking
learned in various disciplines. This thesis is partly an attempt to
provide an adequate start for design professionals to cross these
boundaries, by presenting basic concepts of behavioral measurements,
discussing measurement methods and their faults, by documenting a thought
process leading to the formulation of a general theoretical structure
from which to evaluate the effects of design on behavior, and by pre¬
senting a specific case study showing methods and results that may
serve as a positive or negative example for further work. Throughout,
an attempt has been made to explain terminology foreign to design
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languages and processes.
This effort will, hopefully, be justified by improved designs,
measured in terms ofttheir effects on users, that will result from
familiarizing designers with possible effects of their products on
the people who use them.

It is, simply, an attempt to add to the

education of designers knowledge about the many processes they may
be altering, but about which they may have little information.
The thesis to be investigated is as follows:

All of the complex

factors making up the attitude and goal structures of users of the
physical environmentawill affect their responses to this environment.
The degree of satisfaction of these goal structures by patterns of
activities offers one approach to evaluating physical environments.
By examining the activities valued by users, and the constraints placed
on these activities by physical environmental factors, particular
physical systems can be evaluated by the support they give to these
important user activities.

5.2. Current Behavioral Considerations in Design
Behavior, in the broad usage of this thesis, means all of the obser¬
vable components of human activity.

In other words, it is everything

that a person does in response to internal and external stimuli, to the
smallest detail, that could be observed by another person.

It is caused

by the myriad of physical, emotional, and intellectual processes that
make up human beings.

Since the same basic processes are, for the most
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part, present in all people, each person therefore has some understanding
of most other people.

It is on this basis that designers can create

environments, based on their own understanding of problems expressed in
physical space, that are usually partially satisfying for the persons
who actually use the designed environments.

However, the degree to

which a designer's understanding of another person's or group's problems
actually matches that user's understanding of his own problems is often
small (and occasionally very small).

This is- because the communication

of one man's whole complex of responses to another is exceedingly diffi¬
cult.

Often, only a small part of a user's attitudes, goals, needs,

and all other factors altering his behavior, will be understood by a
designer, who is still faced with the task of trying to meet all of
these requirements.

In this case it is not surprising that serious

misfits can occur between design products and their users.

The problem

is basic: The designer must attempt to meet the needs of the users
of his products, but is almost inevitably without basic information that
he should know but which is very difficult to learn.

This includes an

understanding of users' goals, their functioning in social organizations,
and their responses to these organizations.

This information is not

acquired because (1) it is methodologically difficult to do so, and
(2) neither designer nor user commonly feel these factors to be very
important in relation to physical environments.

This thesis proposes

the opposite: These factors are critically important to the success
of a physical design product.

The case study to be reported in sections

8 and 9 demonstrates that such factors are closely related to the per¬
ceived success of physical environments by users, while sections 6 and

4
7 discuss methods and problems in the acquisition of the required infor¬
mation.

Designers have responded to this current lack of information in
several ways.

First, some designers have simply restricted their thinking

to the most basic elements of behavior - motor activities, such as move¬
ments and their patterns, work activities, etc. - and the provision of
physiologically supportive environments for these.

This level of design,

if it is all that is done, is incomplete, since it ignores important
problems discussed in this section.

Second, many designers have responded

quite understandably to their own education and have assumed environments
that are both physiologically supportive and esthetically pleasing will
be adequate in all respects, since these are the two factors most empha¬
sized in design training.

Abraham Maslow's work is instructive here.

He has suggested (Maslow, 1970) that human needs occur in clearly ranked
priorities,? and that lower-priority needs

do not become important, or

even apparent, until the higher-priority needs are met.

The need levels

which he suggests are, in order of priority,
physiologic,
safety and security,
affection and belonging,
esteem,
s elf-actualization,
and cognitive and esthetic.
He makes the point that not until the higher-priority needs are met will
the satisfaction of the lower-priority needs have any méâning far a person.
Designers themselves are persons mainly operating at the cognitive and
esthetic level of need, at least in their conscious awareness.

To them,

Esthetic quality is important, since their more fundamental needs have
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been met.

However, many users of design products are not at this level

of need, and until their more pressing needs are met, esthetic quality
may not be important to them.

Designers correctly see physiologic

support as the most important need, and occasionally deal with safety
and security in a direct way in their design of physical space, but
in skipping the remaining levels of user needs, they ignore vital human
processes in favor of those not yet relevant to many users.

Figure 1 shows an extension of this needs hierarchy into a matrix,
by the addition of potential sources of satisfaction of needs as rows
of the matrix, and noting in each cell of the matrix those functions
or activities which are potentially satisfying or frustrating to a
particular need.

The preponderance of the non-physical environment

in meeting most human needs is clear in most cells of the matrix, and
helps to put physical design in perspective as a source of satisfaction.
This thesis, representative of the current widespread interest in under¬
standing behavioral effects of the physical environment, is an attempt
to investigate possible interactions of the physical environment with
the intermediate levels of human need, by investigating how subjective
responses to environment are moderated, and by what factors.

A third response of designers to inadequate behavioral information
is the assumption that the designer's own responses on particular levels
of need are similar to those of the user.

The designer can, therefore,

assume that if he is satisfied with the product, it will satisfy the
user.

This process shows a recognition on the part of the designer
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A. Physiological

B. Safety and Security

Man/nature interdepen¬
dence
Pollution of Nature
Exhaustion of Resources

Natural Dangers
"Fight or flight" reaction
of man

2. Self

Physiological nature of
individual
General health

Trait-anxiety

3. Family

Provision of food,shelter, Provision of protection
Family stability
health-care, etc.
Family mobility

4. Significant
others

Assistance in meeting
physiological needs
Communicable diseases

Provision of aid and comfort
Threats, crime
Mobility

5. City and
County

Food programs
Health programs
Housing programs
Hospitals

Police and legal programs
Safety programs
Protection of individual
rights

6. State and
Region

Welfare (state)
Surplus food distribution
Health planning (state)
State Hospitals

State Police
Pollution control
Prisons
Courts
National Guard

7. Nation

Food surplus programs
National Health Proframs
Pollution control

Federal courts
National defense
Federal law enforcement
Social security

8. World
cultures

Technology and agriculture "Balance of terror"
Affluence and security
Technology and pollution
International aid programs International law and law
enforcement

9. Shells

Protection from weather
Environmental controls

Sources

.
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Nature

10 . Networks

Protection from others
Privacy for Security
Crowding

Systems for distribution
Systems for lighting dark
streets.providing safe
of food .water, power,med¬
transportation,distribution
ical information, etc.
of security forces,legal
and security information,
providing social-emotional
support
Figure 1. Human needs by sources of frustration or satisfaction.
(Haythome, 1970)
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Sources

C. Affection and Belonging

1. Nature

Bases of interpersonal Individual and racial
attraction and love Competitiveness of existence

2. Self

D. Esteem

Self-hate Feelings of worthlessness
Individual needs for
affection

3. Family

Parental love
Family acceptance
Extended family identity

Family recognition
Family status
Inter-member esteem

4. Significant
others

Interpersonal love
Group membership
Dis crimination
Rejection by others

Relative deprivation
Recognition by others
Social comparison

5. City and
County

Family protection program
Encouragement of political
participation
Equal opportunity programs
Rehabilitation

Accessibility of city and
county facilities
Improved handling of welfare
recipients

6. State and
Region

Adoption programs
Foster home programs

Anti-discrimination policies

7. Nation

"Anti-family" welfare laws
Promotion of national
identity

Equal opportunities
Patriotism

8. World
Cultures

"Technological society"
Emphasis on human rights
and dehumanization and individual worth
Cultural exchange programs
Cultural change and alienation

9. Shells

Group/family privacy Pride of home ownership
Facilitation of interaction Pride of community
Access to housing and public structures
buildings

10. Networks

Systems for maintaining
contact through transpor¬
tation , communication,
social networks

Access to networks
Pride in car ownership
Distribution of information
regarding individual worth

Figure 1 (cont.). Human needs by sources of frustration or satisfaction.
(Haythorne, 1970)
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Sources

E. Self-actualization

F. Cognitive and esthetic

1. Nature

Unity of universe and
man's place therein

"Knowing and "experiencing"
as existential phenonena

2. Self

Feelings of usefulness
Lack of motivation
Total pattern of needs,
abilities, interests

Individual needs for cognitive
and esthetic satisfaction
Impairments of cognitive and
esthetic abilities

3. Family

Family roles
Ident. with family members

Provision of education,instruc¬
tion ,information,music,art,etc.

4. Signifi¬
cant others

Role relationships to others Significant others(e.g.teachers)
Interdependence with others
as sources of information,
Self-definition vis-a-vis
music,art,etc.
others
Intellectual & esthetic stimu¬
lation, inspiration, from others

5. City &
County

Recreation activities
Libraries(provision & operation)
Programs for indiv. develop. Educational programs
Community/self relationships Art and Music programs

6. State &
Region

Education & training
Vocational rehabilitation

State colleges & universities
Educational television
Museums and libraries
State school system
Parks & conservation

7. Nation

Aid to ed. and training
Protection of individual
rights

Info, dissemination programs
National museums
National parks & conservation
programs

8. World
Cultures

Rapidity of cultural change
Role differentiation within
cultures
Pressures to conform

Cultural values re knowledge
& appreciation of beauty
Religious values and systems
Belief systems(philosophies)

9. Shells

Facilitation or inhibition
of self-development and
self-expression by shells

Arch, design to facilitate or
inhibit use of libraries,
museums, schools
Design for Beauty

10. Networks

Impact of communication &
transport on expanding na¬
ture of individual world

Improved access to info.,art,
recreation thru transport
& communication networks

Figure l(cont.).Human needs by sources of frustration and satisfaction.
(Haythome, 1970)
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of the importance of behavioral and subjective responses factors, but
is at fault when the user's responses are not like the designer's.
This is, unfortunately, often the case, especially in the design of
products, or buildings, for large corporate or institutional clients.

This leads to the central question of architectural determinism:
Does the physical environment have a definable and identiéàl set of
effects for all people?

It has already been pointed out that design

assumptions (often, the projected or predicted effects of the environ¬
ment on the designer) do not usually fit closely the user's responses,
so it is already apparent that the physical environment, or a specific
part of it, does not have an identical effect on all persons.
does not rule out a definable, though variable, set of effects.

This
Dubos

has observed:
Man is seen as an organism responding to stimuli in a manner that
sets him apart from the rest of creation. In most cases, his
responses are determined less by the direct-effects of the stimulus
on his body fabric than by the symbolic interpretation he attaches
to the stimulus. Human beings may suffer and even die under con¬
ditions which seem highly favorable to physiologic performance,
whereas paradoxically others will prosper even though conditions
appear almost incompatible with the maintenance of life.
(Dubos, 1965, xvii)
He further observes:
Living forms respond in a manner which is determined not only by
the nature of the stimulus itself but also by the indirect reactions
it mobilizes in them. The chain of indirect responses is of
greatest importance in man because of his propensity to symbolize
everything that happens to him, and then to react to the symbols
as if they were actual environmental stimuli. As a consequence of
this human trait, the response of a human being to any environmental
factor is highly personal because it reflects all his own past
experiences. The personal past is such a powerful force that it can
distort and even metamorphose the most trivial as well as the most
sublime experiences and thus convert them into ordinary physiological
reactions.
(Dubos, 1965, 7)
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It Is suggested that there may be certain loosely definable responses
to a given environmental situation that may be felt by many people, but
that tremendous variation will be noted among individuals.

These varia¬

tions are caused by the extensive range of personal values, previous
experience, expectations, cultural values, and many other differences.
It seems likely that it will never be possible to predict, without
prior knowledge about users, that a given individual or group will
respond in any particular way to a given environment.

It may be possible

to determine the most likely set of responses in a population, and the
approximate frequency with which they occur.
yet been done to any extent.

This type of work has not

The ideal is to acquire adequate knowlédge

of the individual's, or group's, particular responses, and to design to
their requirements.

Further, this acquisition of knowledge should be

done in such a way that it can be communicated among designers, and can
therefore lead to professional development - changes of concepts, modi¬
fication of assumptions, attitudes, and other changes based on more com¬
plete knowledge which can be applied to later design work.

An incredible

volume of literature serves this function in scientific circles, and
sophisticated information retrieval and bibliographic services are available
to deal with this volume of work.

A brief model can be suggested of the factors affecting individual
responses.
of interest.
must occur.

First, there must be exposure of users to the environment
Second, perceptioi^of this environment by the individual
Third, given exposure and perception, the individual's

responses will be determined by his entire previous experience, and
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especially by his current values and goals.

Therefore, the degree to

which particular values are held in the population becomes the most
important question.

Rapoport (1969, 46), in his excellent book on

the many factors affecting the form of housing, House Form and Culture,
has commented:
The different forms taken by dwellings are a complex phenomenon
for which no single explanation will suffice. All possible ex¬
planations, however, are variations on a single theme: people
with very different attitudes and ideals respond to varied
physical environments. These*responses vary from place to place
because of changes and differences in the interplay of social,
cultural, ritual, economic, and physical factors. These factors
and responses may also change gradually in the same place with the
passage of time.
(Rapoport, 1969, 46)
These ideas (.applied to the more general problem of environmental
response lead to a concept where many variables, impinging on many
people (each of whom have a different value structure applied to those
variables) result in many different individual responses; some of these
differ only subtly, others vary widely.

To the extent that many

people hold certain values in common, certain responses may be ob¬
served often enough to predict within given limits of probability that
for a given culture and language certain responses will appear.

It is

in this field that research is needed, and on this type of probability
statement (with all the constraining and limiting conditions known and
specified) that design decisions may be made that reflect more reasonably
the psychology of users of planned environments.

Assuming for the moment that determination of such attitudes will
eventually occur, it is still not reasonable to assume that the physical
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environment carries much meaning for many people.

It is quite possible

that physical environment may not be a major factor in the everyday
functioning and awareness of many people.

Proshansky (1971, 20) has

summed this up quite adequately:
More than a few environmental psychologists have learned through
their research that unlike specific social attitudes, the attitudes,
feelings, perceptions, and even values people have about physical
settings can be vague, sometimes non-existent, and quite often
reflective of immediate events. Even when clear, they may compete
with other values, attitudes, and perceptions, and indeed can change
with critical changes on the social scene. . . If the focus of
architects concern and that of the environmental psychologist is
the influence of the physical environment on behavior andcexperience,
then it is very important that one realizes from the beginning that
this influence is limited. A principle can be stated: The more
complex the behavior or experience that is the focus of our concern,
the more likely that there will be a variety of factors influencing
it, physical, social, psychological, etc., and the less likely the
physical environment will be a major factor in this respect . . .
The term used in the behavioral sciences in considering the relative
influence of a set of causal factors on behavior is variance. To
attribute too much variance to the physical environment as opposed
to social, cultural, historical and psychological variables is to
ignore the complexity of human behavior on the one hand and the
total environment on the other. How much of the variance is
attributable to physical space add its design is an empirical
question that only systematic research can answer.
(Proshansky, 1971, 20)
This thesis is an attempt to provide some structure to this maze
of problems.

In summary, the nature of environmental psychology is complex,
dealing with nearly as many meanings as there are individuals.

The

moderating influences of culture, language, and hypothesized basic
human needs reduce the total number of responses to a conceivably
manageable number, due to the likelihood that many people have a given
set of values in common, thereby making certain responses on the basic
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need level amenable to prediction within known limits.

The present

state of psychological criteria in design is one of oversimplification
and incomplete reasoning and awareness.

The whole concept of personal

meaning for users, acting as a mediating factor in environmental response,
must be included in design and planning, as must the realization that
meanings applied to the physical environment may be transitory, and
lacking in importance in given situations relative to overall personal
needs.

6. Behavioral Evaluation in Design

Having developed at least an introductory picture of the complexity
of human reactions to environment, the question may be posed of where
to begin to gather and organize information and research about environ¬
mental response and how to relate it to the architectural process.
There is not now an adequate body of information available to prac¬
titioners, and if there were it would not be adequately accessible if
in the form of research papers.

Most designers are not prepared to

apply any knowledge of research design and statistics to the under¬
standing and use of such research.

A first step in the eventual development of sensitivity to behavioral
factors in design is the inclusion of relevant skills in the architec¬
tural curriculum, perhaps as a required area of study, certainly as
optional areas.

The skills needed are usually available in universities,

but in work oriented to different fields such as psychology or behavioral
sciences.

The relevant areas of study include statistics (with the

acquisition of an adequately useful level of skill to implement some
simple research and to read, understand, and be able to criticize
research by others), research design and the scientific method, familiarity
with literature and accomplished research in the field, some knowledge
of behavioral science methods, and a minimum of awareness of the overall
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literature of the behavioral sciences to further develop any given area
of interest at a later date.

An adequate time period for acquiring

this material during the usual architectural course of study might be
one normal three-hour course sequence lasting two years, with a concur¬
rent one- to two-year sequence in statistics.

The question still remains of how to implement this potentially
growing awareness into the design process.

The methods commonly used

in architectural training to develop other skills - structural design,
acoustics, etc. - may offer a clue; that is, to apply the relevant
skills to current design projects, in order to see how this knowledge
will affect the overall process and to note the points of impact.

With

the acquisition of skills, but without";the support of a developed body
of theory, designers will need to begin their own research, of a type
immediately relevant to their current work and problems.

A premiseoéf

this thesis is that the evaluation of each project on behavioral criteria,
by the designer, as the project is built and used is the most complete
method of including behavior as a design constraint and source of infor¬
mation for the design process.

The work of Raymond Studer will be

reviewed here in some detail, as this writer feels that it offers a
comprfehensive and useful framework for a design process and language
that include behavior.

In abstract, Studet's work (published to this point as a series of
papers) defines significant and perhaps primary problems in the relation
of design to human behavior.

These are (1) the absence of a design
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process that recognizes behavioral criteria, and (2) the absence of a
language for defining desired sets of behavior, relating these to the
designed environment, and synthesizing that environment.

Proceeding

from the definition of these problems, he offers a first statement of
the process and a basis for a language to describe it.

Studer has developed, in a sequence of four papers published to
this point, a case for completely re-defining the problem-structure of
design, or perhaps it would be better to say a case for a much more
precise definition oftthe design process.

He suggests the use of human

behavior as the critical goal-set of design and as the criterion for
specific design decisions.

As he says :

My analysis is based upon the proposition that environmental
problems can be solved only in response to a specifically defined
context or problem domain, and that the requiremènts of this problem
domain are specifiable through an analysis of only one class of
variables: human behavior.
... No spuriousinmetaphysics is intended here, only that a collec¬
tion of humans implies a definable purpose and goals; from these
goals evolve or must be designed a carefully delineated behavioral
system which maximizes the probability of achieving them.
(Studer, 1966)

Identifying the behavioral goals for a human organization implies
the explicit identification of all necessary behaviors, both primary
activities or goals, and those behaviors needed to support the primary
goals.

Particularly those areas described as supportive include wide

areas of social activity that are part of the design problem domain.
Too, all defined behaviors require certain states of physiologic support
in order to occur, and these are made explicit by the full development of
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the set of behavioral goals of the organization to be supported.

"Sup¬

portive" activities and "primary" activities (Studer's term for primary
activities is "operational" activities) are not distinctly different;
all must be fully specified in order to achieve a sufficient set of human
behaviors to meet a given set of human goals.

Studer accepts without proof that environment (and particularly
its subset designed environment) impinges upon and often significantly
affects human behavior.

As he says:

The issue is not whether designers ought to control
(that they do so is an empirical fact), but whether
to be exerted via accidental contingencies or based
and technical understanding of the human systems to

human behavior
this control is
upon a clear
be accommodated.

(Studer, 1966)

Behavior is accepted as the closest explicit and observable correlate
to the acting human psychological processes, which are most often im¬
plicit, not in awareness, and exceedingly variable both among people
and over time.

Behavior is the immediate explicit expression and

action of the individual's psychological state, and the use of observed
behavior as the defining set of variables for design is the closest
approximation possible to the precise and yet fluid state of the indi¬
vidual's state of mind.
The most commonly accepted unit for design purposes is "human need."
Such a concept has relevance perhaps; what it lacks is empirical
substance. That is, we cannot observe need, but can only infer its
existence through observation of its empirical counterpart, behavior.
(Studer, 1969, 57)

Behavior patterns are themselves the mechanisms ofthuman interaction,
whether individually or collectively, and as such form the direct sub-
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stance of interpersonal actions to be supported by design.
Formally stated, the problem of environmental design is the accom¬
modation of the biological and non-biological requirements of the
human organism through the appropriate organization of relevant
variables in the designed environment.
(Studer and Stea, 1966, 127)

Several major problems block the effective use of behavioral criteria
in design decision-making.

One principle research area in this field is

the definition of the relationships between human behavioral patterns
and the designed environments to which they are related (by support
of the behavior, stimulation of it, or perhaps frustration of it).

Un¬

fortunately, no workable theory or clear evidence exists.
The central problem in developing the required resources is to
understand, through rigorous experimentation and enlightened
extrapolation, contingencies in the designed environment which
support, or generate, specific behavioral topographies. The eventual
goal is to generalize lawful relationships from which we can assert
necessary and empirically verifiable statements (in a language yet
to be developed) relating these two classes of variables. . . The
areas of research in the behavioral sciences which are directly
relevant to environmental programming procedures are those which
provide resources on two general levels. The first is that of
describing the structural characteristics of a behavioral system <(R^e)
for a particular problem domain. The second is in describing the
functional correlations between the behavioral system (R^e) and the
contingent environmental variables (S^e).
(Studer, 1966)
(Symbols refer to Figures 3, 4, 5)

Further, and most critically, the language of design, and thus the
concepts that can be expressed and formulated, is basically a language
that deals only with the physical entities available as solutions.
Criteria are described in terms of the physical systems that can be
used to meet them.

This introduces an inescapable bias pressing ever
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onward forasolution that can be contrived and distorted to meet all
possible ctiteria, and completely ignores many ways of approaching the
problem because they cannot be conceptualized in physical terms.

There

is no usable design language to describe behavioral goals and the pro¬
cesses needed to define them, translate them into their environmental
correlates, and synthesize these into physical systems.

In this sense

the language and thus the concepts will form the parts of a behaviorcontingent decision-making structure (behavior-contingent is Studer's
term) that is a process language, not a product language, and must include
the languages of the behavioral sciences if these are to be effective
in acting upon the designer's decision-making.

Studer defines this pro¬

blem more generally:
Scientific (and derived technological) knowledge impinges upon the
structure of environmental decision-making. This knowledge is also
affected by the manner in which the decision-making model is formu¬
lated, in the sense that we tend to see, or organize, the real world
in terms of our contructs about how it works, i.e., the persistent
theoretical-empirical ambiguity. . .
. . . The language which is evolved
of the design process, then, is the
knowledge and techniques of science
solutions. It is the only language
researchable questions.

in describing successful models
same language which brings the
to bear upon environmental
which is capable of formulating

(Studer, 1966)

The language and process of design must include the languages and
processes of all the fields that are to determine the final product.
This is currently the case for some specialties, but it must now include
the behavioral sciences.

"The fundamental question: How can the

precise characteristics of a subsystem of stimuli be specified without
naming preconceived physical entities?"

(Studer, 1966).
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Implicit in all of the above discussion is the assumption that research
will eventually demonstrate reliable correlations between physical systems
and behavioral response.

These may be rather complex relations such as

predictive methods for understanding values placed on various environ¬
mental artifacts, or other complicated relationships.

Accepting this,

the need is for a process and accompapying language to make the link
between desired behavioral goals and an existing physical system.

The

steps to be accomplished are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Defining the requisite behavior system
Specifying the requisite physical system
Implementing the physical system
Verifying the resultant environment-behavior system.
(Studer, 1969, 58)

The remainder of Studer's discussion considers the development of an
objective process model that makes each step in the process explicit.

The rationale for the use of behavior as the basis of many design
decisions has been developed.
is much more difficult.

The actual definition of behavioral goals

It is inadequate to observe existing behavior

patterns as the basis for new systems since new systems would not be
needed if the present behavior patterns were not sufficiently far from
the desired behavior patterns to justify any new systems.

Therefore,

as Studer puts it, "the task of identifying behaviors for environmental
design is not fundamentally empirical, but normative."

(Studer, 1969, 59)

It is as necessary to design a behavior system as it is necessary to
design the ultimate bhysical system.

Constraints include not only the

specific physiologicaànd psychologicavariables of the goal population,
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but also those of the culture In which the population functions.

Opera¬

tional or primary behaviors (the goals themselves) and supportive
behaviors (that support the attainment of the goals) have béen discussed
above, but it is not yet possible to define these clearly.

The ability

to do so, the ability to identify and define the goals of groups is
the second main area for research needed in this field, along with
research into the correlates between behavioral patterns and physical
systems.

The behavioral goal structure priorities can be very generally

described as, first,
. . . identifying the oughts of the operating valuesstructure (the
cultural system); the second is in identifying the musts of the
behavioral (and thus the physiological) system required; the third
is specifying the musts of the environmental system (including those
in the designed environment) required to realize the behavioral
system.
(Studer, 1966)

The process that Studer suggests is conceptualized .in a flowchart
(Figures 2 - 5) of the steps and cycles in developing and testing design
solutions that are based on behavioral goals and that remain dynamic;
i.e., to continue to be formally evaluated and tested after contrubtion

Figure 2.

The basic man-behavior physical system relationship.
(After Studer, 1969, 57)
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of the physical systems to continually monitor the development of misfits
between desired goals and those actually produced.

The basic activity

of this process is that of given human psychological states producing a
set of behaviors or actions aimed at satisfying the goals of that person
or persons.

This need-satisfying action, in turn, implies a physical

system to support and facilitate it (or at the very least to avoid con¬
straining the desired behaviors).
Figure 2.

This basic process is diagrammed in

The relations are shown as two-way influences, and this is

very important.

A misfitting physical system (one that is constraining

or obstructing desired behaviors) frustrates goals; this frustration
in turn alters the person's or group's current psychological state.

As

a design problem, the following factors must be dealt with: (1) specifying
desired behaviors, and (2) specifying supportive physical systems.

As

an evaluative problem, the process is reversed: (1) The constraints
caused by the physical system in the corresponding behavior system are
noted, and (2) the implications of this behavior set for the human
organizationsiinvolved are then determined and compared with the ideal
set of goals to test for misfit.

The whole process proceeds in several phases.

The three diagrams

discussed below are from Studer (1969), and represent the process and
language that he is exploring as a design model.

In Figure 3, ideal

goals (Behavior System Model, R2) are defined and compared with the
existing behavior system (R^) at Test 1; if miifit or dissonance is
occurring, the design cycle is entered, beginning at Fo~^-s^m.

The
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Figure 3. Initial fit-misfit test cycle» and the physical
environment design cycle of —Studer*s model.
source: Studer (1970)”"
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The process specifies activities to meet the ideal behavioral model

<Vlslm),

generates a physical system model (P^e) to meet the ideal

set of functions, adds constraints to the physical system to produce
a realistic set of goal functions (F^) » generates from these a simu¬
lated physical system (S2^eS*m)> predicts the functions that will occur
as products of this system model (F0s^m) and adds all external functions
(those not related to the physical system, s^®8*111), converts these
functions into a simulated behavior system (R^8*-™), and at Test

2 com¬

pares this to the behavior system model originally designed (R2)•

This

process is repeated until all known and predictable aspects of this
designed system reach adequate fit with the goal system (R2) at Test

2.

The next step is the construction and modification of the actual
system.

Figure

4 shows this process as the lower cycle, as well as

showing the preceeding process.

The designed system, through the neces¬

sary steps to build it (F<jg) is constructed, resulting in the actual
physical system, S2^e.

The actual observed functions (F0) which pro¬

duce the actual behavior system (R3) are defined from observation and
again compared with the ideal behavior system model (R2) at Test

3.

If

misfit occurs (and misfit of some degree is likely since no physical
product will ever perfectly achieve its goals) the product is modified
by re-entering the design and construction cycles until the limits
imposed by economic constraints are reached, or until adequate fit occurs.
In Figure

5, the evaluative cycle is added.

The best attainable physical

system (S2^e) and its resultant behavior system (R3) are substituted
back into the beginning of the process in place of the existing physical
system (S^e) and behavior system (R^), and the process of continual
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Figure 4. Studer's model expanded to Include a cycle of
physical environment construction and behavioral system
test leading to feasible modif 1 cations in the. physical
environment, (source; Studer, 1970)
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testing against the current set of ideal behavioral goals (R2) continues
at Test 1.

When dissonance again reaches unacceptable levels the design

and construction cycles are again begun.

The difference between this

model and the usual process is that Studer’s process is behavior-contin-gent - it makes formal and rigorous the reliance on behavioral goals and
their associated real functions (the repeated translation in the model
from behavioral goals to functions to physical systems, and the reverse).
These steps and the critical step of continuous formal evaluation and
monitoring (as opposed to the informal test of client satisfaction) are
the new and needed factors in design process thinking, from Studer's
viewpoint and in the view of this writer.

Summarizing slightly, Studer’s work offers a coherent overview of
a design process based on behavioral criteria.

What should not be over¬

looked, however, is that each of the transitions found so often in his
model from ideal behavior systems to actual functions and to physical
systems represents knowledge and processes that do not now exist.

The

transitions themselves will slowly become more reliable as a body of
knowledge is accumulated and theory is developed.

The evaluative step

offers not only the best place for the designer and planner to enter
the process and acquire and develop the necessary basic skills of
research and evaluation, but is also perhaps the most important future
source of usable and relevant information.

Such information will fill

out the theoretical framework of behavior-environment relations, as well
as providing workable cases for future reference.

The evaluative step

is seen as the most important and most relevant process for architecture,
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not only for its own justification and completion as a field, but as the
area of work most likely to produce wbrthwhile results the quickest.
The next chapter will deal with methodological problems encountered
in this type of work.

7. Problems and Methods of Research in
Environmental Evaluation
This chapter is an attempt to present a brief discussion of major
concepts of behavioral research (or any other type, since the underlying
ideas are similar) which are also major problem areas in research design,
to briefly discuss general types of research methods, and finally to
survey methods that are or may be useful in behavioral evaluation studies.
One chapter cannot begin to provide a working knowledge of any of these
areas, but it will hopefully stimulate further interest and investigation.
The text and bibliography will suggest several sources for carrying this
interest further.
The general problems to be discussed are measurement theory (which
underlies all later discussion), reliability, and validity.

The last

two are the fundamental criteria for testing the usefulness of research
designs and instruments (instruments are anything used to obtain measurements, and include questionnaires and similar tools); therefore, they
deserve some treatment so that the reader may consider the possible
reliability and validity problems of each method as it is presented.

7.i. Measurement Theory
To begin, measurement should be defined: "In its broadest sense,
measurement is the assignment of numerals to objects or events according
to râles(Stevens, in Kerlinger, 1964, 411)

The critical concept

in this definition is "assignment by rules."

In theory, anything can
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be measured if a rule can be developed by which numerals are assigned
to it to represent a given quality under investigation.

The real problem

is the creation of the rules; if they are vague or ambiguous, the measure
may be incorrect.

Conversely, clear and easily used rules for assigning

numbers symbolizing given qualities or quantities to objects or events
will result in good measures.

The measurement of length is a good

example: Clear and invariable rules define each unit of length, and the
rules are graphically presented in the form of scales.

To measure length

it is usually necessary only to compare the distance to be measured with
a standard which embodies the rule for assigning numeric measure of
length.

With sound and valid rules, measures will be accurate and useful

with imprecise and poor rules, there will be imprecise and poor measures.

We must consider what is being measured.

In general, observations

of real situations suggest properties of those real situations: These
properties are constructs - that is, they are invested names for derived
properties presumed to relate in a useful way to the real situation
under observation - we believe that the observed reality has certain
properties.

Now we want to measure these properties.

An indicant of

the property must be defined (an indicant is something that points to or
indicates something else); this definition will specify each step needed
to assign a numeral to the property being observed.
the rule for measurement.

The definition is

To briefly summarize, constructs or properties

are hypothesized to describe aspects of the real situation under obser¬
vation.

Indicants are defined which are believed to point to or repre¬

sent the construct or property to be measured.

The definitions of these
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Indicants will include the operational definitions or rules needed to
assign numerals to the property, and thus measure it.

Hopefully, the

rules will function the same way each time they are invoked (that is,
they will be reliable), the indicant is defined accurately and represents
the property, and the property accurately represents the real situation
(that is, the measure is valid; reliability and validity will be dis¬
cussed at length later).

The assignment rules can, in .general, produce several types of
measures, or rather, several levels of measurement.

The first is

nominal measurement: Numbdrs (or in this case they may simply be labels)
assigned to objects have no number meaning; they cannot be ordered or
added; they are only symbols for classification.
numbers are nominal.

They would have no meaning if added or subtracted,

and they have no order.
of telephones.

For example, telephone

They simply stand for a given telephone or group

All the members of a given set (that is, all the objects

of measurement classified as the same by the rule developed for measuring
things) have the same numeral, but no two different sets can have the
same numeral.

For nominal measurement, the numbers are only symbols

of being different, and may thus be letters or names, etc. - anything
that stands for a classification.

The second level is ordinal measurement.

For ordinal measure, the

rules for assigning numerals must include the assignment of rank-order
of the objects to be classified.

The assignment values must assign

rank values according to some built-in operator, such as "greater than,"
"less than," "precedes," "is above ," "is superior to," or a similar
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ranking statement.

Ordinal numbers indicate only rank order; they do not

indicate that the intervals between numbers have any known size, nor do
they indicate absolute quantities (distance from zero or some other base
point).

There is no way to indicate that an object has none of the

property being measured except to rank it very low, nor can ties (equal
values) be indicated unless special rules are used.

The third level is interval measurement.

Interval scales possess

the properties of nominal and ordinal scales; in addition, numerically
equal distances represent equal differences in the property being
measured.

The intervals may be added and subtracted.

If the difference

between a and b is 1, and the difference between b and c is 1 along a
scale, then the difference between a and c = 1 + 1 = 2,

However, these

are not quantities or amounts, since these terms assume a zero or starting
point from which all equal numbers would represent equal distances.

This

quality is found in the next level of measurement.

The fourth level is ratio measurement.

A ratio scale has an absolute

or natural zero with empirical meaning, as well as all of the properties
of nominal, ordinal, or interval scales.

Zero means that the measured

object has none of the property being measured; all arithmetic operations
are possible, including division and multiplication which allow the cal¬
culation of ratios of amounts of a property; numbers on the scale indi¬
cate the actual quantity of the property being measured.

Most measures or scales in the behavioral sciences are nominal
or ordinal; some measures approximate interval scales adequately enough
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to be treated as such.

Each level may be treated with certain statistical

tests; most of these are obvious and may be briefly mentioned without
going into statistics.

For nominal measures, the number of items in

each category can be counted and statistics manipulating frequencies
can be used, such as percentages, or the chi-qquare statistic which
compares observed frequenclés to expected frequencies.

Ordinal measures

can be treated with comparisons of the rank-orders of various scales,
such as rank-order correlations.

Many ordinal scAles in behavioral

research are adequately close approximations to interval scales to
allow the use of more advanced statistics.

The reasons for these

approximations cannot be dealt with here; the reader is referred to
Kerlinger (1964, 426-428), from whom much of this discussion is developed.
The equal-interval quality allows the use of important analytical methods,
but a discussion of these is not important here.

If data are collected, how are they to be analyzed?

Assuming, for

example, that we have many observations of a given quality from many
different objects, how do we convert this mass of numbers to meaningful
statistics?

Two concepts may be introduced here that will both partly

answer these questions and lead into a discussion of reliability and
validity.

We can compute from the data (1) an average or measure of the

central tendency, and (2) a measure of variability that reflects all the
differences above or below the central tendency.

Common measures of

central tendency are the median (the middle value in a group) and the
arithmetic mean (the average value of a group).

The most common measure

of variability is the variance of a group of numbers (the mean of the
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squared differences of all numbers from the mean of the whole group), or
a related measure, the standard deviation.

These calculations are not

important for this discussion y except that the underlying concepts of
variance are important.

We are interested in knowing why a value differs

from the mean of the group of which it is a part.

We may have, for

example, conducted an experiment where one group was treated with a
given process and another otherwise equal group was not treated.

We

could then measure both groups for a quality presumed to show the effects
of the treatment, and compare the mean values of the groups to see if
the process made any difference.

If the means are different we must

find out why, and how much of the difference was due to the process
applied to one of the groups, and how much was due to other factors.
If different groups were selected from a larger population for another
trial of the same experiment, the means would very likely be different,
but would still be expected to show a difference in mean values because
of the experimental treatment.

The total amonnt that these means can

vary is measured by the total variance of the larger population from
which experimental groups are selected, plus variance due to the experi¬
mental treatment (if any difference is observed), and variance due to
many other factors.

What we want to do is determine how much of the

observed variance is due to the treatment, and he able to separate this
from the other types of variance, to be discussed below.

In the total

population of any given type of object, the scores on a given measure
vary to some degree with no experimental treatment at all.
population variance and will occur for any measure or scale.

This is
Since we

can raiely test a whole population in most research, a sample is selected
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to be tested, and various methods are used to increase the likelihood that
a given sample will have a similar mean and variability as the population
itself.

The obtained values are called the sample mean and sample variance.

This variance due to random causes is present before any experimental
treatment is considered, and it can contribute to the difference between
observed scores of different groups even though it was not affected by
an experimental treatment.

We would like to estimate its effect, to then

determine if observed differences are too large to be explained by popu¬
lation variance alone, indicating that the experimental treatment has had
some effect.

With an observed total difference between two groups, some is due
to effects that cause the scores to tend to go one way; this is systematic
variance and is due to both known (the experimental treatment, for example)
and unknown causes.

The rest of the difference is due to random variance

and is not due to any systematic effect, experimental or otherwise.

This

must be removed, and as many of the causes of systematic variance as
possible identified in order to isolate that difference due to the
experiment - sometimes called the between-groups variance and presumed
to indicate the effects of the experiment.

The variance that is left over after all known sources of difference
between two groups have been identified and theti contribution to the
total variance removed (including differences due to the experimental
treatment) is error variance.

It is random* usually sef-compensating

(as likely to cause differences in one direction as the other), and it
includes the population variance mentioned above (and sometimes also known
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as sampling variance).

Research is designed to make the sampling variance

as small as possible and subject to estimation, and to maximize the sys¬
tematic variance due to the experimental effect while minimizing the
systematic variance due to other factors.

With these ideas c-pjresented,

we can proceed to discuss reliability and validity.

Again, a good référencé

discussion of variance is found in Kerlinger (1964).

7.2. Reliability

Reliability can be approached in several ways; first, if the same
set of objects is measured many times with the same measure, will the
results be the same?

If so, the measure is reliable, that is, stable,

dependable and predictable.
The second approach is one of accuracy.
"true" measures of the property in question?
ments accurate?

Are the measures obtained
That is, are the measure¬

Are they close to the actual (but unknown) values of

the property that we are trying to estimate by measuring them?

Put

another way, measures estimate unknown real values; the more accurate
the estimate, the more reliable the measure.
The Third approach uses the variance ideas developed above: Systematic
variance leans in one direction and is consistent, therefore it is
reliable.

Error variance is the variance due to random and unreliable
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causes found to some extent in all measures.

To the degree that error

variance is present, a measure is unreliable since error variance is
random and does not Bhcw stability Or repeatability.
bility, error variance should be decreased.

To increase relia¬

Reliability can be increased

in a survey instrument (such as a questionnaire) by making all items
clear and unambiguous.

This requires clear instructions, and the

addition of more items to an instrument (such as more questions to a
questionnaire).

Validity
Validity is basically the degree to which a test really measures
what it is intended to measure.

A test may be very reliable, giving

repeated similar and accurate measures if applied to a group, but it may
be measuring some entirely or partly different factor than the one
desired by the experimenter.

Four types of validity can be noted.

First is predictive validity, and second is concurrent validity.
are similar, and can be discussed together.

They

Predictive validity implies

that predictions made on the h’asis of an instrument do in fact occur.
Prediction is used in a veyy broad sense, implying that if one thing
happens, another closely associated item will behave in actuality as it
is predicted to behave.
present, or future.

The activity in question may be in the past,

In many behavioral instruments, the prediction is

made about future actions, such as predicting success in school on the
basis of aptitude test scores, but prediction in the scientific sense
is by no means limited to the future.

With this time flexibility, con-
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current validity is a special case of predictive validity.

Content validity is the degree to which the substance or content of
a measure is representative of the universe or whole range of the property
being measured.

Items in a measuring instrument must be judged for their

relevance to the property being measured.

Does this item in fact measure

frhat we want to measure, or does it measure something else?

Construct validity is concerned with examining total differences
between individuals, for example, and with determining the causes for
the systematic differences that occur on a given scale or measuring
instrument.

Validating constructs involves suggesting what constructs

or reasons cause differences in test performance, developing hypotheses
about why and how these are operating to alter variance, and then testing
them to verify the constructs.

Referring back to the discussions of variance, reliability was
defined as that part of a score difference (such as between two groups
or between an individual and an established mean or norm) that was
caused by systematic differences or systematic variance (differences
or variance that are reliable and will be seen each time the test is
administered to a group).

Validity is concerned with determining what

factors cause the total systematic variance that is observed, identifying
them, and determining how much of the systematic variance is actually
due to the factors that the researcher desired to measure, and how much
is due to other factors.

This could take the form of a total score on

a test being made up of answers to a group of questions designed to
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measure a given quality.

The proportion of the questions that actually

do measure that quality would determine the validity of the test for its
purposes.

The proportion of the questions that actually measure something

else, and do so systematically, would be added to the valid portion of
the test to obtain the reliable portion of the questions (they are
reliable, but not valid).

The remaining questions might include some

that are ambiguous and are sometimes answered one way, sometimes another;
these questions contribute to the error variance of the test.

The pro¬

portion that is reliable but not valid for the purposes of the test is
called the specific variance of the test.

Therefore the total test is

made up of the sum of questions that are valid and reliable, those that
are reliable but not valid, and those that produce random error (neither
valid nor reliable).

Kerlinger (1964), chapters 7, 23, 24, and 25 may

be consulted for greater detail.

Validity may be described in a different way: Internal versus
external validity.

Internal validity asks whether a true difference

exists when an apparent difference exists; it has been discussed above
in terms of identifying the sources of variance in an observed difference,
and trying to minimize error variance due to specific instrument charac¬
teristics while maximizing the amount of measured variance that is
actually occurring in the population (though proof of this actual
occurrence is never available; if it were, the quality would already
be known and no measure would be needed).

External validity is the

question of generalization: "To what other populations, occasions,
stimulus objects, and measures may the obtained results be applied?"
(Webb, 1966, 11)
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Webb also suggests some sources of invalidity of measures that are
found in many types of instruments.

First is the error from the respon¬

dent: Reactive measurement effects.

These are (1) awareness of being

tested» which may produce an extra effort to make a good impression, or
it may stimulate interest that did not previously exist; (2) role selection,
such as the roles of "subject" or "expert" being adopted by a subject
and altering his reponses in various ways; (3) measurement as a change
agent=produces effects such às a practice effect in which a pretest can
stimulate interest and provide test-taking practice that may produce
differences in later tests that are not due to any experimental effect
or desired measure of opinion or attitude?

and (4) response sets,

such as the tendency forrsubjects to more likely approve a statement
than disagree with its opposite, producing a "set" toward positive
responses.
A second general source of error is from the investigator, including
(5) interviewer effects, which for various reasons such as sex or age
of the interviewer bias the number or type of responses due to reactions
to the interviewer rather than to the instrument; and (6) change in the
interviewer when the interviewer is the main instrument and may change
between interviews and over time.
A third general source of error is sampling, including: (7) population
restrictions, due to some fraction of the total population at interest
being inaccessible to the researcher, or some fraction that refuses to
be involved; (8) population shifts over time which may cause shifts in
measures of the characteristics of interest; and (9) population differences
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over areas - populations may distribute themselves in non-homogeneous
patterns in space, producing systematic differences in local populations.

Access to content or desired information also produces restrictions:
(10) restrictions on content available, such as lack of certain data in
records, or prohibitive expense in obtaining certain information; (11)
changes in content over time, such as a change in conversation topics
due to outside influence that completely eliminates all discussion of a
topic under observation; and (12) changes in content over areas, such as
biasing spatial factors (for example, transportation or its lack) that
produce differences in numbers or characteristics afcta given place versus
some other place.

Another source is instrument characteristics independent of the subject
population or the information being sought.

These relate to ease of use

and to opportunities for validity checks: (13) dross rate - the propor¬
tion of usable information obtained to the amount of information that
mast be dealtli with to obtain useful material; if the proportion is too
low, the instrument will be too costly to use, either in time or effort
or cost; (14) access to descriptive cues - that is, associated checks
within an instrument for determining validity, such as independent
multiple measures of the same thing; and (15) ability to replicate,
which will test reliability and validity as it is done, and without
which these might remain in doubt.
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7.4. Types of Research
Research designs and methods may be classified in many ways.

1 would

like to outline here three classification methods that offer instructive
comment on research methods in general: Segmental versus holistic
research; ex post facto versus experimental research; and reactive versus
non-reactive research.
The discrimination between segmental and holistic research is depen¬
dent on point of view: To what level must the process under study be
segmented or combined to obtain the desired level of meaning when studied?
Psychological research, for example, varies in scale from minute psychophysiological response to the study of group and organizational behavior.
A segmental point of view might be defined as study of parts of a larger
structure, while holism might be defined as the study of the overall
structure itself.

Obviously, any given level of study encompasses whole

structures and is yet only a part of still larger patterns and networks,
so what is holistic and what is segmental is a relative questions

In

studying behavioral contacts with environment, one approach (Barker, 1968)
has been to consider patterns of behavior, usually collective, combined
with their settings as the lowest level of study meaningful for under¬
standing all of the important relationships; that is, Barker's view is
that any lower level of study, such as considering behavior without its
environment, would not be capable of describing the structures relevant
to such behavior as found in its normal environment.

Conversely, a larger

scale of study would not be capable of discriminating information that is
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desired (in this case, a larger level might be a whole town and its beha¬
vior as a unit, information undoubtedly useful to some but not informative
of relatively small group behavior in physical environments).

Methods

described below will include those that, by Barker's criteria, are overly
segmental for environmental behavior studies, but which are uaéful and
productive for other researcher's needs.

Though this may stretch the

definitions somewhat, it seems that every researcher works at a scale of
study that he considers holistic - adequate to obtain all the information
he desires.

So perhaps common sense is the best guide about whether whole

structures or parts are being studied.

There is no need to carry this

any further, simply a need to be aware that the appropriate level of
broadness has been selected to completely study the problem selected.
Ex post facto research is that work where an interesting outcome or
relationship is noted and investigation is directed back in time to
determine the reasons why.

Experimental (or prospective) research is

the opposite - predictions are made that if certain conditions are
created, a given result will occur.

Usually, the conditions are then

created and the subject or processes of interest are observed to see if
the predicted results dj actually occur.
distinction is cause and effect.

The critical issue in this

While few effects in science can be

said to have an absolutely certain cause, many may be presumed to demon¬
strate a cause and effect relationship with Very high probability.

The

goal of research design is to reduce all outside effects that might
produce an observed experimental outcome which might be attributed to a
cause under study brut which ia fact is due to other factors.

The use
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of control in experiments is very important; consider a research project
to determine if a teaching method has any effect on learning - attempts
might be made to obtain two groups of subjects that were alike in all
respects.

The performance of both groups in a certain area might be

tested and then one of the groups is taught with the experimental method
and the other (the control group) is taught with the normal methods.
the teaching is completed, both groups are tested again.

After

If different

degrees of learning have occurred, are the differences due to the experi¬
mental method?

If the groups were exactly alike to begin with, and they

were treated exactly alike with the exception of the experimental teaching
method, it can be assumed with high probability that the method did in
fact produce the differences observed.

This level of purity of research

is rarely achieved, however, since no two groups are ever exactly alike
nor are treatments ever identical (only the experimental treatment is
purposefully different).

Many techniques are used to minimize these

differences caused by factors other than the experimental factor and they
need not be discussed here, but their purpose must be recognized.

The

power of the experimental method lies in the use of these methods and of
controls to prevent other factors from producing observed differences in
outcomes.

None of these methods may be used in ex post facto research,

since the determination of groups occurred bynmethods unknown, at a
previous time, and many factors besides those observable may have con¬
tributed to the preseht state or outcome.

Ex post facto studies have

the advantage of being cheap and easy, but they have many disadvantages
due to lack of controls for factors that contribute to the outcome of
interest.

All of this discussion refers to the design of research which,
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like previous topics, cannot be reasonably expanded here.

The reader is

referred to Kerlinger (1964), Parts Four and Five, especially chapters
16, 17 and 20.

The methods described below can be used as easily in

badly designed research as in well-designed research, and care must be
taken not to waste much effort on poor research.
The third classification, reactive versus non-reactive, is a classi¬
fication of methods rather than of actual research types.

Within a given

study, of whatever type, either reactive or non-reactive methods may be
used, or both.

Their qualities should be recognized since each type of

method has advantages and disadvantages.

Non-reactive research is

research that produces no bias in the subject due to the act of measure¬
ment.

Of the sources 6f invalidity discussed above, any error caused

by respondents' awareness of being measured is reactive measurement error,
and non-reactive research is without this source of error.
this, however, indirect analysis and observation must occur.

To achieve
That is,

information must be obtained without the subject knowing that it is being
obtained.

Included are methods that

represent totally indirect analysis,

working from past activity or behavior in one way or another, and obser¬
vational methods of which the subject will not be aware (such as a non¬
participant hidden observer of a given activity, or perhapsnan anonymous
observer).

These methods lack the valuable ability to obtain information

that does not occur normally.

Such information might be obtained by

simply asking for it, as in a survey, but this informs the subject of the
act of observation and invokes- all of the potential sources of error
due to subject awareness of measurement.
measure if the subject is aware of it.

In other words, it is a reactive
Reactive meaaares include parti-
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cipant observation and direct observation with the subjects' knowledge,
direct communication methods such as interviews and questionnaires,
simulations, etc»

These are presented in more detail below.

A special

case of reactive research is self-observation of various types, where
the subject is aware of measurement but is not reacting to any observer
(this has problems of its own, such as selective response).

Subject

awareness is the basic distinction, and it is important because it offers
both new sources of information and of error.

7 5.

Research Methods

The methods that will be outlined here are aimed at measuring responses
of people to environments; some of these instruments have not yet been
developed, and most have not been used for this purposeGeneral dis¬
cussions of methods and methodological problems can be found in several
references, such as Kerlinger (1964) or Seltiz (1959), but the methods
presented here are those that seem particularly promising for work in
environmental response.

Principle references for these particular

methods are Lynch (1971), Craik (1970), Proshansky, et al (1970), the
journal Environment and Behavior, and Perrin (1970).
Craik (1970) has suggested that measuring environmental comprehen¬
sion and response involves several variables.

First, the observers

will carry with them particular sets dnd biases due to training and
background; this may imply instruments tailored to various types of
observers.

Second, the method of presentation of the environment of

interest is quite important; this can range from the actual environment
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itself being visited and evaluated, to many types of simulations.

These

factors too may bias or set the responses, and further, may affect
different observers in different ways.

Third, the nature and format of

the judgments will have great effect; these are the various instruments
that will be listed below, and each type produces particular types of
information and introduces a range of problems.

Fourth, and last, vali¬

dation studies will be needed and these take several forms.

Table 1

presents this model.

In view of Studer's process model, and the underlying bias of this
thesis that user responses are critical, certain problems of client (that
is, user) identification must be presented.

What must occur is the

identification of the actual user of a project to be designed, and then
effective communication with this user or group.
fication is not simple.

The problem of identi¬

Occasionally, users are clearly identified

and no problem exists, but not so often if we talk about urban design
or re-development, or housing, or any number of other complex problems.
First, users for large projects are likely to be quite complex, with
many divergent views within a single group of potential users.

Each

Interest should be identified, and attempts made to satisfy these wishes.
Often many users have no voice in the planning process, or only a token
or I powerless voice; the planner may not even be aware of certain user
groups.

It is necessary to identify all users that will be affected by

planning and identify all of their interests, if at all possible; but
in the case of powerless users, there will still be difficulty in respec¬
ting their interests in the face of politically and economically powerful
opposition that may very well develop in public projects where many

Presentation of Nature and Format of
Observers environmental displays judgments Validational criteria
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interests are involved.

The users may be completely unfamiliar with the problem, so that
they cannot respond and evaluate progress, even if they can be identified
and reachedcin some way to obtain information about their needs and
interests.

The situation is often more complex, however.

The users may

be completely inaccessible because they are not assembled or even identi¬
fiable in any way - they may not yet have been selected or otherwise
made accessible.

Here, it may be possible only to know the type of user,

from which to get some general idea of needs.
be inaccessible and unknown, even in type.

At the worst, the user may

This leaves the planner in a

very diffcult position, for he will undoubtedly be expected to reflect
user wishes even if he must predict them: A very hazardous process con¬
sidering the present stage of knowledge of user needs and responses.
client awareness process is summarized in Figure 6.

This

A clear distinction

is implicit in this discussion between "client" in the legal sense of the
term, and "user." A client is the person or group formally related by
contract to the planner, and is often a corporate, bureaucratic, or other
type of organization.

A user is the person who will actually use the

The client or user is:
present, or
absent but reachable,
not reachable but know
or he is :
unknown

Figure 6.

and is

vocal or
silent
*

Client Identification Possibilities (Lynch, 1971, 99)
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designed environment, and the two rarely coincide except in the design
of small private structures such as houses.
have many users, but only one client.

Any large-scale project will

Users rather than clients are

clearly referred to in this discussion as those whose needs are to be
determined and met as adequately as possible.

The client may conceivably

have wishes very different to those of the users, and the planner is faced
with a decision about whose needs should be met, if there is conflict.
Lynch's use of the word "client" is essentially identical with my use
of the term "user," and is therefore indicative of a similar point of
view.

The process of communication with user groups is a combination of
the second and third parts of Craik's model - presentation of environmental
displays, and the obtaining of judgments of these displays through
measuring methods.

The listing of methods below includes those that

relate to both factors; most of the measurement methods can be used to
measure responses to either simulations or actual environments.

In the

design process, it is likely that the environments in question are not
yet available for inspection, so simulation methods are the most likely
to be used.

Available displays include the traditional model and drawings,

various photographic simulation methods (such as slide sequences, films,
perhaps animations; computer-generated real-time films), perhaps tachistoscopic presentations and holograms.

There is very little information

about the usability of each of these and others that can be devised for
communicating environmental images for evaluation; research in this
direction would be useful.
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In considering methods and tools themselves, there are first some types
of studies that need not be mentioned in detail here since they are already
used rather widely.

These include demographic studies of the size and

composition of the present and future populations: Agey sex, ethnicity,
class, income, education, employment, mobility, etc.

Also included in

this group are analyses of the economic, social, and political structure,
and indices of function such as health, welfare, crime, etc.

The discussion

of methods below is primarily drawn fromLLynch (1971) and Craik (1970)
to whomathe reader is referred for further detail.

75.1. Indirect Analysis
Indirect analysis methods form the first group.

These are non-reactive

methods, which minimize or eliminate measurement errors due to subject
awareness of being Measured.

Past spatial behavior is available for analysis to answer questions
about why people made certain choices, and where activities and paths
occur.

Lynch (1971, 101) has pointed out three faults in this type of

analysis :
First, it is usually hard to tell whether past behavior depended
on the site plan characteristics in which we are interested or on
other factors, such as social or economic pressures. Second, even
when these factors can be distinguished, the implications for future
behavior are only empirical. Without a theory of man and environment,
we are always unsure about how people will act next time. And third,
the technique deals only with existing choices.

The first fault is the major error inherent in ex post facto research
discussed above.
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Existing environments can be examined for implications for planning,
with the assumption that they offer a close fit with existing values and
activity, and that replication of critical parts of the existing environ¬
ment will offer continuity that might be especially.important, in relocation
planning for example.

While this is at least partially valid, it is diffi¬

cult to tell what parts of an environment show fit and what parts do not.
Because of this uncertainty, these data should not be over-emphasized.

Other dysfunction data are useful, such as ratës of diseases, acci¬
dents, crimes, social disorganization of various types, environmental
abandonment, and others, as they relate to spatiàl location.

These too

should not be over-emphasized since the large numbers of variables
involved make the assignment of any such risks to environmental factors
alone very uncertain.

Content analysis of various media may offer references to environment
that suggest popular opinions, images, and directions of interest, and
especially those issues for which people are willing to fight.

A brief

study by this writer (Whitehead, 1971) suggested, however, that mostly
issues of national and regional relevance are reported in newspapers
(the only media studied) and that issues relating to planning and design
decisions of city scale or smaller are often under-reported.
cause their significance to be underestimated.

This might

For example, neighborhood

environmental health (rat control, garbage and trash disposal, abandoned
buildings, housing code enforcement, and issues of public agency response
to these problems) is very important to many residents of low income
areas of cities, but these issues almost never receive media coverage.
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So again, this method is only partially useful.

A literature search, including previous design and planning solutions
of similar natures is a common effort and source of information for
planners.

The main fault with this method is lack of performance data

and evaluation studies to give adequate evidence for decisions.

The

present literature, especially in architecture, gives no information on
these issues because few sukh studies have been done.

75.2. Direct Observation
Direct observation of current behavior offers a major source of
data that is not adequately used at present.

Few planners or designers

are familiar with methods of observation, and few attempt to use even
common-sense approaches to observation.

Both horizontal stùdles (that

is, studies observing everything that occurs at a given time) and longi¬
tudinal studies (those that follow persons or groups over a pèriod of
time to observe all factors that act on them) can be used, with variations
on these.

Some major problems are involved: First, watching people

presents an overwhelming mass of observations that is difficult to sort
out as to meaning, relation to environmental factors, etc.

Second,

nothing is obtainable in this way about inner experience of the parti¬
cipant - feelings, images, attitudes, and values that have a major effect
on environmental responses.

Movement patterns can be traced, both of traffic flows and of indi¬
viduals in space.

Counts, directions, types of traffic, rates (peak and

average), buildups within certain areas, etc. are the types of data that
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can be acquired.

Tracking over time can occur if desired.

All of these

relate to circulation and may indicate locations, if not reasons, that
circulation is altered or changed.

Localized behavior can be analyzed by observing all behavior that
occurs in a given setting over a desired time period.

This can generate

overwhelming amounts of data that may be overly location-specific to be
of much use.

A special and detailed method of analysis has been developed

by Roger Barker and his associates at Kansas University, described as
behavior setting analysis (Barker, 1968).

This approach analyzes standing

patterns of behavior that repeat themselves at regular periods in a
definite type of physical environmentl.

Behavior can be analyzed by purpose.

All actions in various settings

that are needed to carry out a given purpose can be monitored, such as
obtaining food in an urban setting.

This may be difficult to accomplish,

especially if it is to remain non-reactive (unknown to the subject).
Further, any type of strictly observational method remains lacking in
the ability to obtain personal response data.

Specialized behavior, particularly behavior believed to be highly
related to environmental factors, can be analyzed.

Observations can be

made of the actions themselves or signs of frustration and dysfunction
inttheir performance.

Examples of user adjustment of environment can

be observed to point out cases of dysfunctional environmental factors
that were corrected by the user.
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Responses to intervention can be very informative.

Though not very

good experiments, the observation of responses to imposed or accidental
change in environments can reveal valuable information about patterns of
human behavior in environment.

Intervention raises questions of ethics:

One cannot normally make changes that might be detrimental to the subject.
Still, there remain many changes that are not harmful and may offer in¬
sight if responses to them are observed carefully.
Behavioral mapping is a general technique used to observe spatial
activity.

Several case studies and reference works are available.

Ittelson et al (1970a, 1970b, 1970c) present several studies which are
part of a continuing project at C.U.N.Y. to study the environmental
psychology of psychiatric wards, and Sommer (1959, 1961, 1965, 1966,
1970) has done a number of studies on the environmental determinants
of small group interaction patterns and of study areas, as well as his
more general works Personal Space (Sommer, 1969) and Design Awareness
(to be published soon).

Chapin and Brail (1969) have analyzed activity

patterns on a metropolitan scale.

Alexander and others at the Center

for Environmental Structure in Berkeley are developing a general tool
called pattern language which analyzes organizations in terms of the
smallest self-contained observable patterns of behavior and the best
identifiable physical environments for these patterns (Alexander, 1967,
1968, 1969).
Animal behavior in varying conditions has been the subject of some
interesting research, but these results cannot be generalized to humans
without serious risk.

Density of rat populations has been studied in
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several important projects, particularly by Calhoun (1962) and Christian
(1961).

Some introductory work in relating human population density to

pathologies has been done, for example Galle, et^ al (1972).

Goffman has

written several excellent works analyzing group and individual inter¬
action patterns (Goffman, 1959, 1961, 1963) thàt are interesting but not
immediately applicable to environmental design and planning.

Hall's works

in individual patterns of spatial use, especially in relation to other
persons in small group and interpersonal relationships, are valuable
(Hall, 1959, 1966).

Especially, his observations of spatial behavior

in diffèrent cultures are useful in beginning to see the non-physical
effects that influence personal use of space.

7.5.3. Direct Communication
Direct communication with the subject or user is a reactive measure.
The subject becomes aware of the act of measurement, and this may alter
his responses.

But it offers the great advantage of providing information

about the inner responses of a user or user group for which design is
being carried out.

If the faults of reactive measures are kept in mind,

steps may be taken to control for them and possibly eliminate them by
careful instrument design.

Most of these methods have only been proposed.

They have not been used in environmental response research but they
offer some promise.
Free descriptions may be obtained, asking people to give a free and
open-ended description of a place in order to evoke their perceptions,
feelings, and knowledge about it.

These descriptions can be retrospective,
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or can occur while a person is actually observing an environment or
simulation.

Responses can be entirely open-ended, or guided by questions.

Replies can be in graphic or verbal form.

Expressions, gestures, etc.

can be observed during the response to add to it.

This method does not,

however, allow easy comparison among users.

Spatial images can be evoked; that is, an attempt can be made to
determine the cognitive structure held about a place by a particular
person or group.

Information can be obtained by methods such as drawing

maps on which are indicated major elements, paths, and other factors
that have made an Impression on the observer and which he uses to order
the environment in his mental image of it (for example, Lynch, 1960).
While the major elements of cognitive structures of environments may be
indicated, no information on their relative values is directly obtained
unless it is volunteered by the subject or user.

Temporal images can be evoked for similar purposes.

The subject may

be asked to describe his view of present, past, or future environmental
changes and how he expects them to alter his life, or how they did alter
his life.

Check lists of applicable adjectives, or simple lists of

possible consequences to humans might be used, or adaptations and com¬
binations of these.

Such specific techniques, applicable to several

general methods, are described below.

The general relation of time

concepts to environmental uses has not been defined, and is an additional
possible type of information obtainable from this type of description.

Problem identification asks the user to identify his problems
directly.

Problems in environmental usage are usually easier to identify
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than satisfactions, since they are more likely to be in awareness and
are more easily perceived.

However, their statements are often in

terms of stereotypes generated by media or current cultural attitudes.
People may simply be unconscious of their real problems and satisfac¬
tions, particularly since they are unaware of other kinds of environment
that are possible.

Or, they may hide them because they do not seem proper.

It is sometimes useful to ask subjects what other people have as problems,
possibly releasing some of the subjects’ own problems in a projected
form.

Past memories may be useful, since only the most important occur¬
rences are likely to remain in awareness, thus indicating a value system
of sorts.

However, essential parts of the memories may have become

distorted to make them more satisfactory to the respondent.

This may

be damaging to the usefulness of this information, or it may be even
more strongly indicative of the user's desires and needs.

Predictions and preferences are of great interest, but are perhaps
the least reliable data obtainable.

They do point to current motiva¬

tions (and may be useful as indicators of these), hut they often bear
little resemblance to actual future choices and actions.

Further, lack

of knowledge of the full range of alternatives and choices leads to
unimaginative and relatively useless answers by respondents.

Questionnaire design is a very large topic in itself, and cannot
be treated in depth here,bbut some basic ideas can be briefly presented.
Questionnaires may include all of the methods discussed in this summary,
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plus many not presented.

Hence, questionnaires may be considered as a

structure containing specific questions derived from different methods
and serving different purposes.

Kornhauser and Sheatsley provide a

concise description of the steps in questionnaire design in Seltiz, et al
(1959, 546-574).

They list six steps in the construction of question¬

naires :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

deciding what information should he sought
deciding what type of questionnaire should he used
writing a first draft
pe-examining and revising questions
pretesting
editing the questionnaire and specifying procedures for its use.

They further present an extensive list of questions testing specific
faults likely to he encountered.

These are useful, and persons interested

in the technique of designing questionnaires can begin with this reference.

Adjective checklists provide descriptors of environments that the
respondent can select if he feels that they are adequately represen¬
tative of his feelings about the environment in question.

Advantages

include brevity, common language, and a wide choice of uses and analyses.
One such list has been proposed by Kasmar (1970).

Q-sort descriptions are made by providing the respondent with a
deck of cards on which are statements of environmental characteristics.
These are sorted into stacks according to their relevance to the environ¬
ment of interest, and the selections analyzed for content.

Ratings are a widely used and flexible technique.

These can be

obtained by providing a rating scale on which the respondent marks his
rating of the environment at a place on the scale representing his
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feelings.

A special case is the Semantic Differential, developed by

Osgood, Suci, and Tannebaum (1957), and recently presented in depth
by Snyder and Osgood (1969), which obtains from respondents a rating
of a given subject on a number, of polar adjective scales (scales with
adjectives of opposite meaning at each end, and with usually five or
seven steps in between indicating various meanings in between the polar
adjectives; the center position is normally a neutral or "no opinion"
position).

These are then subjected to Factor Analysis techniques

which seek to extract from a large number of such adjective ratings
a smaller number of factors representing groups of adjective pairs
that measure the same underlying quality.

The goal is to find in

these factors important relations not obvious or obtainable from lessin-depth analysis.

Several examples are available of applications of

these techniques to environmental response.

Canter (1969) compared

two groups of students (architectural students and non-architectural
students) on their responses to a given environment.

Downs (1970)

analyzed an urban shopping center in terms of those factors to which
users responded favorably and unfavorably.

Thematic Potential Analysis is a method wherein respondents are
presented with an environmental display, either actual or simulated,
and are asked to write a story about what might occur in the given
environment.

The content of the story is then analyzed for recurring

and major themes among the various respondents and groups of respon¬
dents .

Symbolie equivalents can be produced by respondents, taking the
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form of a metaphorical expression given in response to an environment
or environmental display.

Eventually, multiple-choice responses could

be developed to which the subject could react.

Multisensory equivalents are obtained by asking the respondent to
select from musical sequences, color sequences, and other sensory pro¬
jections those passages or sections that most nearly evoke the same or
similar responses as those evoked by a given environmental This method
might help to describe the whole range of responses characteristic of
a given environment.

People can be presented with an environmental display and asked to
give their beliefs about human consequences that might occur in that
environment.

For example, respondents might be asked to give their

beliefs about what would happen to them if they lived or worked in the
presented environment for a given period of time.

A check list could

probably be used, or a free listing of as many consequences as possible.

Several important studies representative of direct-communication
analysis methods can be mentioned.

Mitchell (1971) surveyed families

in Hong Kong and attempted to define relationships between housing
density and various behavioral outcomes.

Wilner, «ït al (1962), under¬

took a massive study of the possible relationships between housing and
human health, but his results are not as conclusive as might be désired.
•Especially, the differences in his "improved" housing and "original"
housing types were not major, and it is therefore likely that the observed
changes were not due to the new housing type.

Nevertheless, this remains

about the only large-scàle study of housing-health relationships.

A
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bibliography of what literature is available in housing-health relation¬
ships is available from the Council of Planning Librarians (Barr, 1969).
Van Der Ryn and Silverstein studied living patterns of students and
attempted to draw some conclusions from which to alter dormitory design
decisions (Van Der Ryn and Silverstein, 1967).

75.4. Simulations
Methods of environmental simulation are often used to elicit responses,
especially in cases where the environment to be rated does not exist yet.
Most of the methods described here can be used to obtain responses to
simulations, but some (listed below) are particularly suited to simula¬
tions and controlled presentations of environments.

Attention analysis via observation of eye movements and patterns of
viewing may give clues to those items to which a respondent pays the
greatest interest.

Similarly, viewing time measurements could be used

to show what particular items attracted the greatest overall attention
time.

Equipment for making these measurements is bulky and is most

likely to be used in a laboratory situation to measure response to an
environmental simulation.

Puzzles may be used to ask respondents to solve problems, do tasks,
etc., to indicate some aspect of the respondent's mental structuring
of the world.

A variation would be to provide akit of parts and ask

persons to assemble them into an ideal environment in order to get some
indication about which elements have high value for the respondent, and
to determine how they should be assembled in his view.

Alexander (1969)
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used this approach in housing for Peruvian cities, and the New Jersey
state agency responsible for housing sponsored the production of a hand¬
book to allow community groups to plan housing alternatives from a book
presenting choices and trade-offs in the housing design process (Spring,
1969).

Stereotypes may be used to further explore a respondent's preferences
or cognitive structuring.

When presented with an environmental stimulus,

perhaps photographs, respondents are asked to classify them by labels
supplied by the observer or by feelings they evoke in the respondent's
mind.

Games offer a useful way to simulate decision-making methods and
patterns, including environmental preferences and choices.

Games are

useful because people will often accept the given roles and become quite
absorbed in them.

Faults of games include an unreal degree of rigidity,

competition, and shallowness even in the most complex game, but they can
uncover, reactions to stereotypical choice situations.

Empathy, or role playing, can produce useful insights if persons
can and will identify with person or object with which they are seeking
to empathize.

As a method, empathy is difficult to standardize, but.

may nevertheless offer some valuable insights.

Motational systems are unlike any of the previous methods.

Several

have been developed (for example, Thiel, 1970) and these offer systems
of notation for indicating sequences of principles elements and features
in the experience of moving through environments or simulations.

These
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methods usually require that the respondent have special training in the
use of the notations.

Their advantage is int-fche ability to describe in

a symbolic language effects that were previously not describable in
normal language.

7.5.5.

Non-Neutral Observation

The term neutral observation implies the study of an environment by
a neutral party, who has no personal interest in the environment or
whatever occurs in it.

Many of the methods discussed above imply such

a neutral observer noting the responses of users or of respondents in
the case of direct questioning methods.

The methods described below

either make the user or users into observers themselves, or insert the
observer into behavior patterns as a participant.
Participant observation injects the observer into the activities
he is observing as an actual participant.

He perhaps loses a certain

degree of objectivity but is likely to gain a depth of insigiht not
otherwise available.

The training and time required for obtaining use¬

ful information make the usefulness of this method doubtful for environ¬
mental evaluation.

Classic examples of this are Oscar Lewis' books

(1961, 1965, 1966), but they are not examples of specifically environ¬
mental applications of participant observation.
Self-observation is attained when present or potential users of an
environment are trained to carry out the observational methods described
in this chapter.

Training of users will change the roles and responses

expected and obtained from observers.

Both the method and the observer
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will affect the outcome significantly. However, the observer’s role is
no longer ambiguous, and the expert becomes simply a teacher of analytic
technique for self-observation by users of environments.

Methods of

self-study may become methods of increasing self-awareness and self¬
transformation.

Whilè perhaps not very useful observational tools,

self-observation methods may have much meaning for users of environments,
showing graphically to these users the impact of their environments.
Further, it is politically and ethically a clear and defensible position
while that of the neutral observer may not be.

75.6. Evolving Techniques
Several techniques new to environmental response monitoring and
measuring may have important uses.

Recording détàiled éxpréSsive actions

as well as gross behavior may be informative, including such things as
facial expression, hand gestures, body positions and movements, pujhil
dilation, galvanic skin response, brain rhythms, internal chemistries,
etc.

Laboratory methods using distortion or selective presentation of
cues may produce some insights into actual environmental response
behavior.

Finally, methods from psychiatry may eventually be valuable -

depth analysis, hypnosis, dream interpretation, etc.

A totally unique

attempt at architectural environmental evaluation and perception was
attempted by Kiyo Izumi, where under the direction and care of Dr.
Humphrey Osmond, Izumi (an architect) toured psychiatric hospitals
after taking LSD-25 (Izumi, 1970).

He attempted to respond as would a

psychotic person in order to obtain insights useful for the design of
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a psychiatric hospital, to be directed by Osmond.

Osmond, too, has

commented on architectural design from the point of view of a psychia¬
trist (Osmond, 1970).

This chapter has been an attempt to summarize certain general
problems in measuring individual responses to environments, and to
briefly list a number of present and potentially useful methods for
such response measuring.

A great many references for further reading

are available on general methods of behavioral research, and many fewer
on environmental response studies.
point.

The bibliography offers a starting

8. Occurrence Model for Behavior-Environment
Patterns
Abstract: A model of the role of needs, resource allocation, and
physical environment;-in the occurrence of behavior-environment patterns
is developed, and tested in a case study (reported in sections 8.2 and
9.1) of the need-satisfaction provided to students of a graduate school
of public health by the social organization, administrative support, and
physical environment of the school.

An evaluation of the facilities

of the school is included as a particular part of the overall evaluation
that is of special interest.

8.i. Activity Occurrence Model
The problem selectëd for study is an example of a type of research
that is becoming increasingly important;

The evaluation of the effects

of environmental planning decisions on the people who will use the
environments.

The case study, reported below, planned to investigate

methods of evaluation of physical environment, is directed at an archi¬
tectural scale of decision-making.

The same need for evaluation of

effects of planned environments on users is found whether the scale
selected for study is that of cities, regions, or rooms.

In all cases,

what must be done is to determine the effects on man of those decisions
under the control of or affected by men, so that outcomes for humans
become the major criteria (if not the only criteria) for decision-making.
Environmental evaluation studies are becoming more common, especially in
those areas where theory and practice are developed to a useful degree
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(environmental impact studies, service-delivery evaluation, etc.)*

This

study is directed to a level and type of problem where theory of human
effects and interaction with environment is absent, and practice is
often intuitive and fragmented with respect to its consideration of
these factors - three-dimensional design of habitable spaces.

Generally

this is architecture in its broadest definition, fanging from user-designed
and -built houses, to multi-million-dollar urban design projects, to
closed undersea and space environments.

In terms of numbers of people

involved with the various types of environments, much, if not the large
majority, of constructed space which directly affects most people has
never been subjected to any consideration of the effects of the environ¬
ments on their human users.

Certainly, little consideration has been

given to more than the most gross and obvious effects such as the results
of inadequatè lighting or ventilation.

The development of theory and methods in the area of evaluation of
the spatial (physical) environment in all of its effects would immediately
produce results usable in the planning of practically every type and
size of environment, thus affecting most people.

The fact that there

is no present theory and essentially no methods suggests that any valid
results will be immediately beneficial, if only to provide a target for
constructive criticism and a stimulus to further research.

The range

of problems to which this type of user-based theory of design would be
applicable is great, as was touched upon above.

It may be found that

this area offers and requires the synthesis of areas of sociology,
social psychology, anthropology, physiology, and other disciplines
into a comprehensive theory of environmental use and response to environ-
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ment.

Also, a synthesis of methods into a usable set of tools in

environmental research and evaluation may result.

In the absence of a theory of the occurrence of activities In phy¬
sical settings, what will be attempted here is Che development of a
general model for predicting the occurrence of behavior-environment
patterns or activities (that is, the use of physical environment as a
structure and field for similar repetitive behavior).

The basic unit

of activity within the environment is -the combined pattern of behavioral
activity and its physical setting.

If this is a repetitive pattern, it

is essentially identical with the definition of a behavior-environment
synomorph, developed by Barker (1968) in his discussion of behavior¬
setting theory.

A behavior-environment synomorph is a standing pattern

of behavior occurring in a more or less specialized environment, repeated
in the same form in a regular pattern over time.

A somewhat more useful

term or unit is the behavior-environment genotype - that is, a generic
type that represents several synomorphs (synomorph means "similar form" in this case similar or identical forms in an activity's spatial expres¬
sion or field, and the physical environment in which it occurs).

While

the individuals involved may differ, the behavior and the physical
environment remain essentially the same.

Barker presents several quali¬

ties and tests for such behavior-environment patterns to determine their
independence from each other, the internal nature of the patterns, and
methods of observing them.

This level of detail is not necessary to

the development of model presented here.

What is essential in behavior¬

setting theory is the idea that the whole complete definition of a
behavioral occurrence inèludes both the behavior itself (and all of its
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contributory factors) and the physical setting, and the two areas cannot
be separated without destroying the integrity of the pattern.

For

example, a basketball game must be played on a basketball court of
some type, though there may be different degrees of formality of the
environment ranging from official competition courts to driveways with
only a goal - nevertheless, a basketball game does not exist without a
"court," however informal.

Figure 7 presents an outline of the model to be described here.

The

general proposition is that (1) there is always an overall social
organization in which the potential users of a behavior-setting pattern
are participants or potential participants (and whose wishes, needs, and
goals are the criteria that we wish to include in design andoplanning) ;
(2) all the potential and actual participants or users may call on the
organization to make appropriate allocation of resources to meet their
needs, which it may or may not do; and (3) when a need develops (that
is, a desire or goal felt in common by some of the potential users of
an activity), those feeling the need face two obstacles to its satis¬
faction: (a) they must obtain from the organization the assignment of
sufficient resources (time, money, use of space, official sanction, etc.)
to make the activity feasible; and (b) they must find or create an
environment suitable fortlthe activity to occur.

If the activity occurs,

a certain degree of user satisfaction is predicted, perhaps drawing other
potential users to join the activity.

If the activity does not occur,

the users feeling the need for that activity may be predicted to feel
frustration and disappointment andwwill further engage in actions to
change the situation and stimulate the desired behavior-setting package

allocation, and physical environment
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(up to a certain, point, when they will either abandon the effort or
revise their goals to more achievable levels).
The points of the model at which change-inducing pressure could be
directed are the three basic variables in activity occurrence: (1) there
must be sufficient user need or desire for the activity - whether a need
of a group or an individual, there must be a felt need among potential
participants in the behavior pattern; (2) there must occur the appro¬
priate administrative decisions, principally the assignment of resources,
but often mere approval and passive

permission (in some situations the

users themselves will fulfill this function, such as the case of a
family desiring change in its home and having the inherent decision-making
power to do so); and (3) there must be a suitable physical environment,
whatever its actual form and description may be.
acts similarly;

Each of these variables

They are initially satisficing- that is, up to a certain

threshold necessary for the occurrence of the activity pattern, variation
is immaterial until the minimum useful value is reached (for example, a
need may be held in common by too few people to justify the allocation
of résources to that need, or some resources may be available, but not
enough to begin to support the activity in question - both examples
show a variable that has not reached the threshold for occurrence).
However, when the variable reaches the necessary threshold level for
occurrence of the activity, the rate or quality of the activity then
becomes the outcome of interest, eventually reaching an optimum when all
three variables are themselves at optimum values (the degree of user need,
optimum resource allocation from the supportive organization, and the
availability of an optimum physical environment).

It will be much easier
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to find merely satisfactory levels of variables than to achieve optimum
ones, since the first satisfactory condition terminates the search
activity, while many satisfactory conditions must be investigated to
find an optimum condition (March and Simon, 1958, 141).

The satisfaction of the user with his life style is a complex sum
of the current state of satisfaction of his needs and goals.

That is,

each person participates simultaneously in many potential and actual
activities, each reflecting a need or goal or desire.

The combined

degree to which all of these are met will determine his overall level
of satisfaction.

Factors involved here include the value attached to

each goal or need by the subject, the likelihood of its being met if
the person assignshhis own time, energy,aand resources to obtaining the
goal or fulfilling the need, the availability of methods with Which
to meet the goal, what may be lost if this goal is sought to the neglect
of others, the extent to which this person shares these goals and needs
with others who may be valued positively or negatively, the person's
experience in taking the steps that may be necessary to meet this goal,
etc. (March and Simon, 1958, ch. 4).

The total of satisfaction or dissatisfaction may lead to corrective
actions.

If the user, or perhaps a user group, is presently frustrated

by the non-occurrence of a desired activity, they may (1) attempt to
alter the limiting factors of those activities not occurring (e.g.,
increase the degree to which this goal is held by others, influence
administrative decisions about resource allocation, find or create a
more supportive physical environment); or (2) abandon the activity in
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favor of others that may be less attractive but more obtainable.

Another

process Is predicted: It is possible and may be desirable for those
allocating resources, if a separate group from users, to generate
activities to meet goals or needs not held or not perceived by users.
By identifying or creating these goals or needs, and providing sufficient
resources for the occurrence of activities satisfying them as well as
making this support known, those persons carrying out the administrative
or allocation function as used herein may induce the users or potential
users of the activity to participate due to the ease or perhaps the
legitimate need-satisfaction of doing so.

This can be either positive

or negative - positive, if directed toward real needs inadequately per¬
ceived by the users; negative, if directed toward inducing users to put
their resources - time, energy, or money - into relatively useless ac¬
tivities to reduce the pressure for more appropriate or valuable ones
that might be inconvenient or threatening to other interests involved.
The process of co-opting energy or political power of people into hamless activities (harmless to specificiinterests, that is) rather than
allowing this effort to go into activities that might be troublesome
to the power structure involved is common.

Actually, this would be a

case 6f one user group (the people who administer, or whose interests
are best met by the present state of the organization) having more
influence on resource-allocation thaftn another group (those seeking
changes in the organization) , but it fits the user-administrationenvironment model either way.

The study reported below will consider a

case with a single user group, rather than trying to include multiple
user groups with perhaps competing goals.

This is believed to be justi-
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fled by the view that educational activity, the principlè activity of
the case-study organization, is primarily directed toward only one
user-group - students.

However, with appropriate inclusion of resource

allocation processes and simultaneous multiple-interest satisfaction
and frustration, the model should be valid for any general environmentbehavior activity occurrence, though perhaps quite complex.

It should

be noted that the term "administration" as used herein refers only to
the combined process whereby pressures on an organization for the use
of limited resources are noted and resolved into assignments of these
resources within the scope of the organization in question (whether a
small business, a city, or a nation).

It should hot be specifically

linked with the Administrations of specific organization^, since often
the true resource allocation occurs apart from formal administrative
structures, through hidden or informal influence and power.

Often,

however, the administrative function as used here does occur within
formal administration structures.

Each case must bé analyzed for the

location of real resource allocation power.

8.2. Model Validation
The research effort developed below is an attempt to evaluate the
role of the physical environment of an organization in terms of its
support for one user group within the organization - in this , case, a
very important user group.

The organization is the graduate School of

Public Health, of the University of Texas at Houston; the physical
environment is the new facility of the School; the user group is the
student body of the School.
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The organization of the School of Public Health (referred to here¬
after as "the School") is unusual compared to most graduate schools.
Students receive particularly broad latitude in the focus and conduct
of their courses of study.

This lack of external direction probably

produces some degree of stress in all students, varying with the clarity
and intensity with which they are capable of directing their own work.
Students not used to supplying their own control and discipline in
working often experience severe confusion and stress since the degree
of freedom found in this School is not commonly found in other U.S.
educational institutions.

The degree of freedom also varies within

the School in the different problem areas, or modules.

Overall, from

this intensely student-centered structure, the primary focus of the
School can be assumed to be the support of students in meeting their
educational goals and needs.

Since in this institution, students largely

set these goals for themselves, faculty tend to remain rather passive
with respect to^student programs, being absorbed in their own work
unless a student approaches them with clear statement of goals, inten¬
tions, and desires.

Within this organization, the overall purpose of

education combined with the very real and large degree of student selfdirection and self-responsibility suggests that in this organization
the group of people most critical in meeting the goals of the organiza¬
tion are the students themselves.

Consequently, they are selected as

the users in terms of the model used here.

To a very large degree,

the success or failure of the School will rest on the goals, expectations,
and attitudes of students as they relate to the overall organization.
With students as users, criteria indicative of student needs will form
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the tests against which to evaluate the building.
The evaluation of the physical environmental setting of the School
of Public Health and its interaction with the overall behavior-setting
patterns of the School is felt to be justified as a research work because
it will serve at least three purposes: (1) It will raise the awareness
of all involved of the actual processes occurring at the School, hope¬
fully stimulating the kinds of questions and answers that lead to con¬
structive self-evaluation and change (especially in the use of the
physical environment). (2) Case studies in the evaluation and modeling
of physical environment and interactions with behavior are few, and
offer little knowledge on which design decisions can be based - contri¬
buting to this new body of knowledge and techniques is a timely step
in studying the relationships between man and environment.

(3)

The

model of behavior-setting occurrence developed herein, to the extent
that it is validated, may be useful in identifying the factors that are
involved in any behavior-setting evaluation study, and illuminating
the rolé of physical environment in this process.
Placed more explicitly in the terms of the proposed model, the
potential population of this study is all the students in the School.
The goal or need to be met is the satisfactory completion of a self-**
defined and self-directed educational program.

Though it can be pre¬

sumed that the level of need for this goal felt by all students in the
School is above the threshold necessary to stimulate activity toward
its fulfillment (resulting in their enrollment in school), a description
of these goals will be necessary as a standard for evaluation.

It is
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predicted that to the degree that these educational goals are not clearly
felt and expressed by each student, the proper behavior-setting activity
patterns will not have been achieved and dissatisfaction will be felt.
As an example, if some students feel a need for one activity (say a
course on a particular topic) but cannot obtain enough additional stu¬
dents for the course to justify administrative support in the form of
space, an instructor, and the necessary sanction, the class (a behavior¬
setting activity pattern) will not occur.

Within the School, administrative support is assumed to be generally
adequate for any behavior pattern whose purpose falls within the broad
definition of public health education held by the administration, and>as
constrained by higher university officials.

That is, resources will be

provided for activities that contribute thathe educational goals of a
number of public health students sufficient to justify that support.
Specifically, a course can usually be requested and offered if five
students want it; less formal activities will usually occur if only
one or two students want a particular thing.

Given a conflict such as

inadequate resources for two potential activities, assignment of re¬
sources will be made to that activity with more students involved (in
terms of thêemodel, to that point within the organization where a higher
degree of need is observed), or to that activity with a goal closer to
the purpose of the organization as interpreted by those who make the
allocation decisions.

So, the allocation of resources depends partially

on (1) the administration's perception of the purpose(s) of the organi¬
zation (a very complex perception made up of many peoples' stated and
unstated beliefs); and (2) the definition of the specific need or goal
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of a student or a group of students as perceived by the administration
at the critical point of resource allocation.

It is at this point that

differences in the overall purpose of the organization and the goals
and needs of user groups within the organization may come into conflict,
and will probably be resolved in favor of the views of the organization
overall.
If a given need exists hut is not apparent to the appropriate level
of decision-making, no support will be given to activities satisfying
that need, rësulting in frustration.

Similarly, differences between

administration arid users in the perceived purpose of an activity may
also result in lack of support.

Corrective behavior may be directed at

changing the apparent degree of need (for example, obtaining more stu¬
dents for a class to reach the minimum number for it to occur), or
making the appropriate administrative personnèl aware of a previously
unknown need (such as effectively expressing a previously unarticulated
need for a given activity).

On a different scale of action, this is

precisely what is done by advocate planners in expressing previously
unarticulated needs of community groups.

A third method of influence

will be to justify or alter the stated purposes of a user group's desired
activities to bring these purposes closer to those of the organization
in order to obtain support.

Also, there may be essentially no require¬

ment *at all for administrative support in the form of resources - if
no requirements or very low requirements are placed on an organization
by an activity, support may be automatic or very easily obtainable.

The

general problems involved are (1) accurate communication from users to
administration of the degree of need for a specific activity and the
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definition of the purposes or goals served by this activity, and (2) the
resource allocation by administration between those needs that are per¬
ceived at a given time.

The physical environmental variable is the primary interest of this
research,aand its effects on the occurrence of need- and goal-satisfying
activities.

However, it should be apparent from the above discussion

that if this model is at all valid, the physical environment is only a
part of the complex of factors leading to the occurrence of a given
activity.

The impact of the physical environment will vary greatly with

the nature of the specific activity in question.

The threshold for

adequate physical environmental support will vary with activities, and
it is generally low for most activities that occur in architectural
environments (that is, many environments of many types will serve ade¬
quately for many activities for which buildings are built - adequate
here means a level of support allowing occurrence of the activity, but
it says nothing about how close to optimum the support is).

The level

of technical specialization may be the critical variable in determining
how widely an activity may occur.

For example, highly technical and

exacting laboratory activities may only occur in physical surroundings
tailored for them, while seminar activity, on the other hand, can occur
very nearly anywhere.

Each activity will generate its own environmental

requirements, which, after meeting a certain minimum level of support
needed for the activity to occur at all, may offer continuously increasing
support until an optimum level is reached, or perhaps an alternate
optimum configuration is Identified.

Unless optimum levels of environ¬

mental variables can be identified beforehand, optimum buildings or
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environments are usually unobtainable due to the expense of changing
facilities after construction (unless, of course, some changeability
was initially programmed and actually achieved).

Normally, the design

that seems best of those created within a fixed amount of time will be
selected, and this is often the only major alternative available.

In all of the above discussion a process has been described
whereby a specific need or goal stimulates an activity or the desire
for an activity to meet the need, which will occur if adequate support
is found in (1) the areas of common interest among a large enough group
of people, (2) administrative support in the form of resources, and (3)
the availability of a suitable physical environment.

This type of

process occurs for each of the many needs and activities making up a
student’s program, and the combined attitude produced by all of these
will influence attitudes and activities of the students.

Some brief

predictions can be made about these responses: (1) Those individual
activities that are satisfying will draw a greater proportion of a stu¬
dent’s time and effort; (2) those individual activities that are not
satisfying, or more generally, any need not satisfied will produce
(a) behavior directed toward altering the need-satisfying activity or
obtaining an alternate, of if this cannot be done, (b) searching for
other alternatives that will be satisfying for other perhaps less
important but more attainable needs (that is, goals are adjusted to
fit the available alternatives).

If the overall goal of the organiza¬

tion is to support education, as in this case, a hazard implicit in
f

this prediction is that the frustration by the School of critical goals
or needs of a student (not only educational, but also those unavoidably
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tied to school as a source of satisfaction) may result in a student
searching for satisfaction of his goals outside of the School altogether,
perhaps to the point of abandoning his educational goals for reasons
apart from education.

If this were to occur because legitimate or

inescapable needs were not met, then those exercising the administrative
functions responsibleshould be held partially accountable.

The impli¬

cation is that such needs should be identified and met, if at all possible.

The general process, then, requires the description of critical
goals of students, and the determination of the level of support for
each received from the School's administration and physical environment.
No set of criteria for student activities exists since diversity and
uniqueness of work and interests are encouraged by the admission of
students from many backgrounds and disciplines, by the breadth of the
definitions of health and related areas of study under which the School
is operated, and by the considerable flexibility in the actual conduct
of courses and individual work.

This lack of common goals poses the

first major problem of this study: There is no list of desirable
activities against which to rate the performance of the School, and
such a description will need to be developed.

Since it would be impossible to define and evaluate the support
of all needs and goals of every student, an àlternate approach is
suggested: A list of the general activities that are used by students
to build their educational programs maybbe compiled, and the values
attached to these activities may be determined.

Some further discussion

is needed to adequately describe the activity pattern process that is
to be evaluated.

First, for many people, other needs and goals besides
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those that may be defined as strictly educational have become associated
with a school situation, and these activities will contribute to the
overall satisfaction (or lack of it) felt by the student with the School
as a need-fulfilling organization.

Therefore, if a school is to ade¬

quately address itself to supporting the educational goals of its students
it must address itself to these additional clesely-relâted goals if it
is to provide maximum overall support for its students.

The critical

associated need is predicted to be the need for social contact with
other persons - contact of all types, not limited to, nor necessarily
including, strictly educational exchange. Further,, it is likely that
such non-structured but ubiquitous social contact has value as an edu¬
cational process as well as a social one.

Sociàl contact need will be

evaluated in the study to be reported upon below.

Since it is unlikely

that administration decisions are opposing social contact in any way,
it is predicted that major constraints, if they exist, will come from
lack of adequate physical settings for social contact behavior of
many types.

Second, the pressures of a graduate school, add particularly

this school, where self-direction applies a special and unfamiliar
type of pressure, will generate a need for escape from this pressure.
There may also be a need for the ability to temporarily escape while
still in the School environment, so the value placed on privacy and the
opportunity for it will also be considered in the study.

The list of activities that was developed is presented in Figure 8,
along with the relative vàlues expressed for each activity by the students
surveyed (all the students in the School).

The activities titled

"working with others," "casual discussion with other students," and
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activity

value rating

1. classes

1.600

2. non-credit seminars

2.298

3. working alone (school related)

1.602

4. opportunity to be alone

2.628

5. working with others

2.168

6. casual discussion with other students 2.011
7. casual discussion with faculty

1.779

8. appointments or formal discussion with
faculty

1.716

9. use of references, reserve material,
journals, etc. in a library

1.547

10. use of special equipment — calculators,
keypunch, etc.

2.074

11. field work (unspecified type)

1.885

12. activities not specifically programrelated, but valued for release,
recreation, etc.

1.655

13. other important activities (unspecified) 1.913

1.0= very important; 2.0= important; 3.0= neutral; 4.0= not very important;
5.0= unimportant
Figure 8. Activities used to build students1 educational programs, and
their relative values to respondents.
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"casual discussion with faculty" are utilized together as an indicator
of the value to students of social contact, and the activity titled
"opportunity to be alone" (while at school) is used as an indicator for
students' values for privacy, in the disbussion below, where the hypotheses,
methods, and results us ed to test the activity-occurrence model will be
presented.

Also, the effects of other factors on environmental percep¬

tion will be presented and examined.

The following section will deal

more specifically with evaluation of the facilities of the School of
Public Health, and will attempt to relate the evaluation to the model
as it is validated.

82.1. Questionnaire and Response
A questionnaire (presented in Section 9.3) was given to every student
in the School of Public Health, and one follow-up letter was sent 10 days
after the initial issue.

Of 210 students, 96 completed and returned

the questionnaire, for a response rate of 45.8%.

The frequency of

responses by module and by level of degree program is shown in Table 2.
Though certain of the conditions for the chi-square statistic (see
Remington and Schork, 1970, ch. 9) were violated (more than 20% of
the expected values are less than 5), the test will still be used as an
approximate indicator of distribution differences.

The observed distri¬

bution of students by modules and degree programs is shown by the chisquare test to be very close to the actual distribution of students in
the modules and levels of degree programs.

Since the observed chi-square

statistic is small, the probability is very high (>80%) that the ques¬
tionnaire respondents are not systematically different on these two
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health
services
admin.
28

urban
health
10

inter¬
national
health
6

population
studies
6

environ¬
mental
health
10

disease
control
11

MPH,MS

DrPH,
PhD

(23.8)
7

(6.7)
7

(5.8)
0

(4.0)
1

(13.0)
4

(9.0)

(7.6)

(0.4)

(1.8)

(4.5)

(10.7)
4
(6.7)

Table 2. Distribution of Questionnaire Responses,By Module and Degree Program.
Expected frequencies are shown in parentheses; these were calculated as
follows: the proportion of the entire student body in a particular degree
program and module was determined, and multiplied by the number of complete
responses received, 94, to find the number out of 94 responses expected to
fall in that category if the responses were distributed similarly to the
actual student body.
X2=XC-°--e--Ved number)2 - n = 6.465 n=94
(expected number)

d.f.=ll p>80%
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factors from the whole School's student population.

Other descriptive

data on which the responses could not be compared to the School as a
whole are listed below*(out of 96 responses):

marital:
married : 63.8%
unmarried: 36.2%
| •

20-24: 24.2%
25-29: 33.7%
30-34: 13.7%
35-39 :
9.5%
40-44:
7.4%
4.2%
45-49:
50-54:
5.3%
55-59:
2.1%
60 and up: 0%
no response: 1
of friends in Houston
0-4:
50.6%
22.3%
5-9:
over 9: 27.1%
n. r. :
11
sex:
male:
female :

50%
50%

time in Houston:
less than 1 year: 31.3%
1 to 2 years: 13.5%
2 or more years: 55.2%
current employment:
full time : 24.2%
part time : 37.9%
not employed: 37.9%
no response :
1

All computing was done on the IBM 7094 of the Common Research
Computer Facility of the Texas Medical Center, Houston, Texas, using
a preliminary version of the Data-Text program for statistical analysis,
by David Armor of Harvard University (Armor and Couch, 1971).
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8.2.2. Hypotheses, Specific Methods, and Results
First, based on the prediction that the presence or absence of
support for valued activities will alter a stüdent's satisfaction with
the School as a whole, the first hypothesis is: HI - the degree of
satisfaction of educational goals and needs for each student, as measured
by the overall satisfaction of such goals and needs as pétéélved by the
students will be associated with change in indicators of general satis¬
faction (the students* ratings of faculty and programs Of both the
module and the School overall).

Modules are multi-disciplinary problem-

oriented units within the School that are roughly equivalent to depart¬
ments of a university in scale and operation, but differing in their
cross-disciplinary makeup.

Several corollaries can be stated:

CIA - higher perceived satisfaction of goals will be related to a
larger amount of time spent in "educationkl" activities;
C1B - higher perceived satisfaction of goals will be related to a
higher degree of administrative interest in students and
their needs, as perceived by students;
C1C - higjher perceived satisfaction of goals will be related to a
higher overall rating of the facilities of the School.
This hypothesis and its corollaries predict the interrelation of opinions
about the component variables of the activity support process - admini¬
strative support and physical environmental support - and the degree t>f
satisfaction felt by the student in his own programs.
Methods :

(The entire questionnaire is included as Section 9.3} in

all discussions of method to be found below, reference will be made to
the appropriate question in the questionnaire by listing them in paren¬
theses, for example (QIV) for Question XV.

Themeasure students' percep-
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tions of program support they are receiving, a five-step scale was
developed (QVI) with each step defined by a degree of satisfaction.

A

value of 1 was assigned to the highest value, 3 to the neutral or mid¬
point, and 5 to the lowest value for computational purposes - the resulting
values are ordinal measures, and are further assumed to be approximately
interval measures.

Similarly, ratings of faculty and programs of the

student's module and the School overall were obtained on a five-step
scale identical except for the definitions used (QIX).

The time spent

in educational activities was obtained from a listing (QII) of time spent
in all activities selected as making up the related activities used by
students to construct educational programs.

The first 11 activities in

Figure 8 are defined as educational for the purposes of this measure.
Students' perceptions of administrative interest in student programs were
obtained on a similar scale (QVII), as was a rating of the overall suita¬
bility of the buildings of the School (QVIII).
Results are shown in Table 3 for the first set of hypothesis and
corollaries.

Responses on ratings and time spent in educational acti¬

vities were classified by the student's rating of how the School is
supporting his educational goals, then mean ratings on each of the
dependent measures were calculated.

With the exception of mean time

spent in educational activities, all measures showed the predicted trend
of lower ratings as the perceived degree of support becomes lower.

For

the mean time spent in educationàl activities, the lower levels of goal
support are associated with more time spent in educational activities,
though the differences are not major.

Tests of significance of these

not
adequately
unsatis¬
factorily
mean overall
response

overall rating
of the buildings
of the schopl

perceived adminis¬
tration interest in
students

total time in
education activities

perceived overall
quality of education
at UTSPH

1.500

1.562

1.312

64.12.

1.687

2.000

2.200

1.679

1.923

1.808

61.24

2.020

2.804

3.000

2.176

2.706

2.765

71.17

2.312

2.824

2.444

3.333

2.333

3.000

3.000

68.44

2.444

2.889

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.859

2.411

1.802

2.106

2.011

64.09

2.055

2.677

0.440

0.434

0.574

0.642

0.069

0.263

0.238

pCOl

p<.0L

P<.01

p<.01

n.s.

p<\05

P-C'.OS

degree to
which the
School supports
student goals
very well
1.600
well
quite
1.706
well
adequately
2.312

coefficient
of correlation,
(r) between
perceived goal 0,354
support and
the given de¬
pendent varia¬
ble.
significance
p-dOl
of r

UTSPH programs
rating

UTSPH faculty
rating

1.929

module faculty
rating

module programs
rating

School
components

Table 3.Effects of perceived support of student goals on mean ratings of
module and School, overall quality of education, total time spent in ed¬
ucational activities, perceived administration interest in students, and
overall building rating.
All scales have five positions, with 1.0 the highest, 3.0 a neutral or
mid-point, and 5.0 the worst or lowest rating.
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means were not made, since the scales used cannot be assumed to be
normally distributed.

Another response is noted here that occurs throughout the question¬
naire.

The line in Table 3 titled "mean overall response" shows the

mean response received on each dependent measure for all 96 respondents except for the response measured in hours, all scales have an assumed
mid-point of 3.0.

However, as is shown, all actual mid-points were con¬

siderably above this point.

In practice, the lowest scale position

was never selected, and the effect is to reduce the scale to four posi¬
tions and raise the mean or neutral point.

The reader should keep this

scale shift in mind while evaluating all results.

This same set of mean

responses applies throughout as the overall mean response.

Pearson's coefficient of correlation has been computed to show the
strength of the relationships between the variables.

This statistic

varies between 0 and ±1.0, with either of the latter signifying a perfect
relationship that would be a straight line on a graph, if drawn (with
the + or - indicating the slope of the line).
correlations is shown.

The significance of these

This number tells the probability that the

observed correlation could occur by chance.

It was stated above that

the responses could not be assumed to be normally distributed (that is,
following the Gaussian bell-shaped distribution curve), and with this
assumption the significance test for correlation cannot technically be
done.

It is shown here as a reference figure that is valid to the

extent that the observed responses are approximately normal, and if
it is not taken too literally or over-emphasized, it may be used to
indicate approximate significance.
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Hypotheses 1 and its corollaries are confirmed by the cleay» con¬
sistent trends* shown in the ratings of the school when compared with
the degree of goal support students perceive, and the reasonably strong
correlations confirm this.

No relationship was seen between level of

goal support and the time per week spent in educational activities.
The tendency is for lower levels of goal s&tisfaction to be associated
with more time per week spent in educational activities, but it is
neither a consistent nor a major difference.

Second, the association between social need and educational goals
and needs was explored.

H2 - Social contact will be highly valued by

some students who will attempt to satisfy these needs in the School
environment; the degree to which activities achieving social contact
are supported by the organization and physical environment of the School
will be directly associated with the students* attitudes toward the
School and will therefore be associated with a change in the indicators
of general satisfaction with the School, which are the ratings of
faculty and programs of modules and the School overall.

Several

corollaries are suggested:
C2A - Higher value for, and satisfaction of* social needs will be
associated with higher ratings of the building;
C2B - higher socialnneed will be associated with increased time
spent at School;
C2C - higher social need will be associated with a higher rating
of the value of the social activities in the activity list;
C2D - higher social need will be associated with increased time
spent in the social activities.
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Methods : To predict social need, three indicators were selected marital status (single status presumably indicating higher social need),
number of years in Houston (fewer years presumably indicating higher
social need, or at least unsatisfied social need, due to a shorter
period in which to acquire friends), and the number of close friends
in Houston (fewer friends presumably indicating higher social need).
These data were obtained in Question 1.

The dependent variables are

identical with the first hypothesis - ratings of School and module
faculty and programs - with the exception that total time in educationàl
activities and the interest of administration are not considered.
the corollaries, the dependent measures are self-evident.

For

A rating

for the students' perceptions of support for social activities was
obtained in Question IV; the mean of items 5,6 and 7 (ratings of the
support received for "work with others," "casual discussion with faculty,"
and "casual discussion with other students") was calculated and used
as an indicator of the satisfaction of social needs.

Then these were

classified as "high" support for those ratings between 1.0 and 3.0,
and "low" support for those satings below 3.1 (3.1 to 5.0).

Students'

values for the three social activities were obtained in QIII where all
the activities on the activity list were evaluated by each respondent.
These were used as additional dependent measures to test corollaries
and to validate the measures of social need that were used.

Times per

wefek at school and in social activities were obtained in Question II.

Results are shown in Tables 4 through 9.

Since three alternate

indicators are available for social need (marital status, time in
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Houston, and number of close friends in Houston), each will be con¬
sidered in turn as it affects the dependent variables.

When the

dependent variables are classified by marital status, unmarried status
is a consistent predictor of higher values (lower scale numbers) for
social activities, and for greater times per week at School and in social
activities (see Table 5).

When cross-classified by the degree of support felt by the student
•to be available for social activities (Table 4), the results are not
easy to interpret.

First, if only those persons feeling a high degree

of support for social activities are considered, it could be predicted
that those persons with lower and more easily satisfied needs married persons - would have lower dissatisfaction than any other group,
and therefore would given higher ratings to the School and module.

This

is what the results show for all the dependent variables except the
building rating, and that was only slightly inconsistent.

The group

expected to give the next highest ratings would be those showing high
social contact need - unmarried persons - which is highly supported
or satisfied.

This is also consistently seen in the results.

The

groups expected to give the lowest ratings, in order of decreasing
ratings, are those with low social need that is not satisfied (married
persons feeling low support), and those with high social needs that are
not met or supported (unmarried persons feeling low support).

These

predictions are generally seen in the results though a slight incon¬
sistency is noted in the "UTSPH faculty rating."

Analyzed in this way,

ail the predictions are confirmed (with only slight inconsistencies).
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module faculty
rating

module programs
rating

UTSPH faculty
rating

UTSPH programs
rating

married

high

1.667

2.128

1.694

1.875

1.857

2.565

low

2.429

2.857

2.250

2.500

2.500

3.125

high

2.000

2.704

1.857

2.296

2.036

2.536

low

2.500

3.167

2.167

3.000

2.833

3.333

unmarried

overall rating
of the buildings
of the school

marital
status

perceived suppor
for social activ:
ties

perceived overall
quality of educa¬
tion at UTSPH

School
components
and ratings

Table 4. Mean ratings by students of various School components, by
marital status and perceived support received for social activities.
All scales have five positions, with 1.0 the highest, 3.0 a neutral or
mid-point, and 5.0 the worst or lowest rating.."High" support of social
activities is a mean rating 1.0 - 3.0; "low" is a rating 3.1 - 5.0.
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married 2.254 2.153 1.847 37.22- 9.15
unmarried

2.000 1.794 1.676 41.38 13.08

Table 5. Mean value ratings of social activities, mean time at school
and in social activities, by marital status.
All scales have five positions (except those showing number of hours),
with 1.0 the highest, 3.0 a neutral or mid-point, and 5.0 the worst or
lowest rating.
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From another viewpoint, it could be predicted that those persons feeling
satisfied in social need (feeling high support levels) would rate the
School higher than those feeling low support, without regard to their
degree of need.

In all the dependent variables, this is confirmed.

In

summary, four levels of predicted satisfaction of a social need are
obtained by cross-tabulating an indicator of social need (marital
status) with satisfaction of whatever social need is felt.

These four

levels have been shown to be consistently associated with ratings of
both the School as an organization, and the buildings of the School;
that is, higher levels of social need satisfaction show higher ratings
of the School as an education organization, and its buildings.

When the selected indicator of social need is the student's time in
Houston, the results do not follow theppredictions.

First, in Table 7,

the predicted trend is that values of social activities and the times
at school and in social activities would decrease as the time in Houston
decreased.

For all three value rating?, a different pattern is observed

in which the highest ratings are consistently given by those persons in
Houston for one to two years, followed by those in Houston less than a
year, and finally by those in Houston more than two years.
are clearly counter to the predictions.

These results

For the time spent at school

and in social activities, the highest values are, as predicted, those
for persons most recently in Houston, but the next highest vàlues are
for those with the most time in Houston, again counter to the predic¬
tions.

When cross-tabulated by the support received for social activi¬

ties, the results are again complex.

Analyzed as before, and leaving
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Table 6. Mean ratings by students of various School components, by time
in Houston and perceived support received for social activity.
All scales have five positions, with 1.0 the highest, 3.0 a neutral or
mid-point, and 5.0 the worst or lowest rating. "High" support of social
activities is a mean rating 1.0-3.0; "low" is a rating 3.1 - 5.0.

value rating for
casual discussion with
faculty

time (hours) per week
at school

time (hours) per week
in social activities

2.067

1.867

1.600

42.70

12.27

1.923

1.692

1.385

36.23

8.15

2.288

2.173

1.981

37.00

10.08

value rating for
work with others

time in
Houston
less than
one year
between one
and two years
more than
two years

value rating for
casual discussion with
students

social activities
and times

Table 7. Mean value ratings by students of social activities, mean time
at School and in social activities, by time in Houston.
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out the group for which there were no responses (in Houston more than
two years, With low perception of support for social needs), there are
five groups with different levels of social need satisfaction.

The

groups should be ranked in satisfaction as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

low need, highly supported (over two years-, high support)
medium need, highly satisfied (1-2 years, high support)
high neéd, highly supported (0-1 years, high support)
low need, low support (over two years, low support) - none observed
medium need, low support (1-2 years, low support)
high need, low support (0-1 years, low support).

Looking at Table 6, the results do not follow this pattern at all.

In

several cases, the group predicted to have the highest satisfaction
gives the lowest mean ratings, exactly opposite to the prediction.
With few exceptions, the highest overall ratings are those given by
persons in Houston for one to two years, predicted to be second and
fourth of the five groups when ranked by their level of satisfaction.
Further, these two groups are those, when combined in Table 7, that
show the shortest time at school and in social activities but the highest
values for the social activities.

Preliminary conclusions are that

either this indicator of social need is not measuring the same thing
as is marital status, or that confounding factors are acting here that
did not act on marital status as an indicator, with the resùlt of
al tering responses considerably.

Speculation on the possible confounding

factors suggests one reasonable possibility - persons new to an area may
expend much energy in the many orienting activities that people go through
when moving to a new locale (such as setting up a place to live, arran¬
ging necessities such as getting jobs, finding places to acquire neces¬
sary goods and information, etc.), and this may be a substitute for
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social activity, or, in the terms of Haythorne’s matrix mentioned in
Part5.2.0f this discussion, a more important need.

The social needs

may become preeminent only after the passage of some time.

This still

does not account for the unpredicted ratings given by those persons
in Houston over two years, which were much worse than predicted in
terms of ranks of groups involved.
marital status may be a much more

It is reasonable to speculate that
valid

indicator of social need

than is time in Houston, and that additional factors unkown here that
were not influential enough to confound marital status as an indicator,
did in fact confound the less valid indicator, time in Houston.

These

questions cannot be answered here, unfortunately, and these results can
neither confirm nor reject the hypothesis and its corollaries.

The

results are simply too variable, with no apparent trends*
The third predictor of social need is the number of close friends
in Houston that a student has, which presumably indicates his oppor¬
tunities for close personal relationships and the satisfaction of
social needs that is assumed, here, to accompany these relationships.
In .Table 9, the group that is predicted to value social activities most
highly, and spend more time at school and in social activities, does
not rate the social activities highest, and does not spend the most
time in the two activitiyy classifications mentioned.

The predicted

hierarchy of satisfaction is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

low need, high support (over 9 friends, high support)
medium need, high support (5-9 friends, high support)
high need, high support (0-4 friends, high support)
low need, low support (over 9 friends, low support)
medium need, low support (5-9 friends, low support)
high need, low support (0-4 friends, low support).
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high

1.774

2.310

1.727

2.030

1.848

2.656

low

2.625

2.375

2.375

2.875

2.875

3.500

high

1.824

2.294

1.706

1.941

2.000

2.529

low

2.000

2.500

2.000

3.000

2.500

2.500

high

1.750

2.350

1.850

2.158

2.000

2.450

low

2.500

2.500

2.000

2.333

2 333

3.333

Table 8. Mean ratings by students of various School components, by
number of close friends in Houston and by perceived support received
for social activities.
All scales have five positions, with 1,0 the highest, 3.0 the neutral
or mid-point, and 5.0 the worst or lowest rating. "High" support of
social activities is a mean rating between 1.0 and 3.0; "low" is a
rating of 3.1 - 5.0.
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2.349

1.930

1.767

36.09

9.73

2.000

1.842

1.579

47.05

8.65

1.913

2.174

1.870

37.22 11.93

Table 9. Mean value ratings by students of social activities, mean times
at School and in social activities, by number of close friends in Houston.
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Again, the predicted pattern is not seen.
may be noted.

Instead, a different pattern

If the ratings given by the groups feeling "high" support

for social activities are compared, they may be seen to be very close
together.

The "low" group ratings also tend to group together, though

hot as closely, and the two levels - high and low - differ distinctly
from each other on several of the dependent ratings (though on some,
for example "module program ratings," all of the average ratings are
close together without regard to number of friends or level of support
for social activities).

Though the^pattem is not very strong in terms

of clear differences between the high and low groups, nor in terms of
consistency across the different dependent ratings, it can be suggested
that in this comparison only the students' perceived levels of support
for social activities are related to the ratings they give the faculty
and programs of the school and module, their perceptions about the quality
of education that they are receiving, or their ratings of the building.
The hypothesis and corollaries cannot be confirmed, and appear to be
refuted, when social need is measured by the number of friends in Houston.
This question, the number of close friends in Houston, was particularly
offensive to some respondents, as shown both by a much higher non¬
response rate on this question and by personal inquiry by the writer.
It is probable that the explanation accompanying the questionnaire
was insufficient in justifying each question, and certainly insufficient
in explaining this particular question.

Many respondents did not sense

the relationship of this question to the goals of students in general,
which was mentioned in the cover letter as a purpose of this investi-
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gatlon (see Section 9.3).

Comparing the three indicators of social need used herein, the
hypothesis and its corollaries are confirmed only when marital status
is used to indicate social need, and cannot be confirmed when time in
Houston is used as an indicator.

They may be rejected if number of

friends is used as an indicator.

The underlying question is whether

these indicators of social need are valid.

There is no way to settle

this, but intuitively marital status may be proposed as being a much
more meaningful indicator because of the clear social responsibilities
involved.

J[f this is the most valid indicator, then the hypotheses

may be confirmed; otherwise, the issue remains confused.

Third, the validity and effects of privacy as a student need are
to be investigated.

H3 - Privacy, defined as the opportunity for

temporary escape from contact with others while in the school environ¬
ment, will be valued by some students, andrthe support of such oppor¬
tunities by the school environment will be directly related to changes
in the measures of general satisfaction with the School and module
faculty and programs.

One corollary is suggested:

C3A - Lower perceived support for privacy, for those persons
valuing privacy highly, will be associated with a low
rating of the buildings of the School.

Methods ;

A rating of the student’s value for privacy was obtained

as item 4 in Question III; the actual availability of privacy as the
student sees it was measured by asking the student to rate the support
available for "opportunities to be alone while at school," item 4 on
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Question IV.

Ratings were classified as high support (ratings 1.0 to

3.0), or low support (ratings 3.1 to 5.0), to allow the cross-tabula¬
tion of ratings of the schoôl by both value of privacy and its perceived
support.

Results are shown in Table 10.
to confirm the hypotheses.

The rating trends generally tend

For those valuing privacy highly (those

rating it as "very important" or "important'), those students feeling
that privacy is highly available consistently rate all of the school
components and the building higher than those who value privacy but
do not find it available.

This trend does not hold for those to whom

privacy is not important (though at every level of privacy value, those
finding it highly available rate the building higher than do those
finding it not very available - the actual ratings, however, show no
trend to increase or decrease as value for privacy changes up or down).
Those who feel that privacy is unimportant actually show the reverse
trend - they rate the school better if privacy is not very available.
These results suggest an interesting explanation:

Those valuing privacy,

who find it, rate the school higher, as predicted, but those who do not
value privacy (and who may value social contact h£jghly) but find it
anyway, perhaps desiring social contact instead, rate the school lower
than those who do not value privacy and also do not find it.

The latter

groups may make up the same group that has high need for social contact,
and dislikes privacy because it prevents the desired social contact
(note that this does not hold for building ratings).

The suggested

conclusion is that availability of privacy does relate somewhat to
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overall rating of
the buildings of
the school

unimportant

perceived overall
quality of education
at UTSPH

not very
important

UTSPH programs
rating

average

UTSPH faculty
rating

important

module programs
rating

very
important

module faculty
rating

value of
privacy

&

availability of prlv
cy at school

School
components
and ratings

high

1.875

2.625

1.500

1.875

1.625

2.714

low

2.154

2.846

2.000

2.462

2.462

3.000

high

1.429

1.833

1.643

1.769

1.857

2.143

low

2.200

2.700

1.900

2.333

2.100

3.400

high

2.083

2.583

1.846

2.154

2.154

2.308

low

1.727

2.455

1.818

2.091

1.818

2.700

high

2.000

2.250

2.000

2.125

1.750

2.857

low

2.000

2.800

2.000

2.333

2.167

3.000

high

2.000

2.333

2.000

2.250

2.500

1.750

low

1.200

1.600

1.600

1.800

1.800

2.400

Table 10. Mean ratings by students of various School components, by
value of privacy and availability of privacy in the School.
All scales have five positions, with 1.0 the highest rating, 3.0 the
neutral or mid-point, and 5.0 the worst or lowest rating. "High"
availability of privacy implies a rating between 1.0 and 3.0; "low"
implies a rating between 3.1 and 5.0.
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ratings of the school as an organization and the buildings of the school,
doing so in a positive direction for those valuing privacy highly, and in
a negative direction for those valuing privacy very little (and perhaps
valuing social contact highly).

The value placed on privacy serves as

a precondition or "set" to the direction the person's response will take
when privacy is either available or not.

Figure 9 shows the apparent

mechanism.

Figure 9. Apparent mechanism relating value and availability of privacy
to ratings of organizations and to ratings of physical environments.

A tentative planning guideline based on these results is that the
value of privacy should be determined for all users, or groups of users;
those valuing privacy should be able to have it, and those not valuing
it should have provisions for some social contact.

Since any person

feels different things at different times, privacy and contact should be
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available to all.

This is by no means profound, but this fairly common

conclusion is linked here with evidence that not providing this sort of
use flexibility will produce dissatisfaction that is generalized to
organizations and facilities, and this relationship has not been clear
in planning work to this time.

Fourth, the relationship between perceived administrative support
and students’ ratings of the school components and the building will be
investigated.

H4 - The degree to which students perceive the administra¬

tion of the school to be actively Interested in, and supportive of,
programs meeting students’ needs and goals will be directly associated
with students* ratings of the faculty and programs of their module and
the School.

One corollary is suggested:

C4A - High perceived administrative interest will be associated
with higfr ratings of the buildings of the school.

Methods : Student perceptions of administrative interest were ob¬
tained in Question VIII by defining a five-step scale of degree of interest
of administration, and requesting students to mark the scale.

The depen¬

dent ratings include the ratings of faculty and programs of their module
and the school, ratings of overall quality of education, building suita¬
bility, and the degree to which their goals are being met, which is pre¬
dicted to vary directly with the degree of administrative interest.

Results are shown in Table 11.

All of the dependent ratings show

the predicted trends, with a few minor exceptions.

The hypothesis and

its corollary appear to be confirmed, and the degree of administrative
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module programs
rating

UTSPH faculty
rating

UTSPH programs
rating

perceived overall
quality of educa¬
tion at UTSPH

overall rating
of the buildings
of the school

degree to which
goals are being
met

very interested

1.542

2.217

1.500

1.917

1.667

2.375

1.875

quite interested

1.854

2.366

1.791

1.905

2.000

2.610

2.163

moderately interested 2.278

2.722

2.150

2.700

2.250

3.000

2.650

only somewhat
interested

2.333

3.000

2.000

2.667

3.000

3.333

2.333

“

-

-

-

-

1
1

perceived
interest of
administration

module faculty
rating

School components
and ratings

not interested

2.411

1.802

2.106

2.011

2.677

2.200

0.213

0.405

0.326

0.305

0.278

0.263

p<.01 p<.05 p<.01 p<.01 p<.01 p<.01

p<.05

mean overall response 1.859
correlation, r,
between perceived
interest of
administration and
the given dependent
variable
significance of r

- -

0.363

Table 11. Mean ratings by students of various School components, by
perceived interest level of administration; coefficients of correlation
between School component ratings and perceived interest levels.
All scales have five positions, with 1.0 the highest, 3.0 the neutral
or mid-point, and 5.0 the worst or lowest rating.
"r" is Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient.
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interest perceived by students is associated not only with ratings of
the organization (which are to a large degree ratings of the administra¬
tion, and would be expected to vary with ratings of administrative
interest), but with ratings of the facility as well.

This implies that

if facilities are to be well received by their users, attention must be
paid to many factors beyond the physical form of the facility, such as
organization design, administrative practices, etc.
discussed below in the general comments.

This will be further

The coefficients of correla¬

tion between the degree of administrative interest and the dependent
variables are shown in Table 11; these are of moderate strength only,
and confirm that the predicted trends exist but are not extremely strong.

Fifth, and finally, the relationship between ratings of school com¬
ponents and the students' ratings of the buildings of the school will
be explored.

H5 - If activities are desired to satisfy educational

needs and goals of students (or needs associated with these), but there
are no physical environments available to adequately support these
activities, the resulting dissatisfaction due to the physical environ¬
ment will produce a directly associated negative change in the students*
ratings of the school components.

Methods: Two different ratings of the school facilities are available.
In Question V, students were asked to list and rate each room they use
for each activity in the basic list of activities used throughout the
questionnaire.

The specific information is presented in Section 9.4,

but the mean rating of all individual room ratings for each student has
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been calculated, and is used as the first building rating (see Table 12).
In Question VIII, part 6, a general rating of the building is obtained,
and this is used as the building rating measure for Table 13.

The

dependent variables are the ratings of faculty and programs of the module
and school, and the students’ perceptions of the overall quality of edu¬
cation available.

Results are shown in Tables 12 and 13.

First, using the mean room

rating as the building rating, all of the dependent measures which rate
the school show trends in the predicted direction, but there are occa¬
sional reversals in the trends, and the total differences between the
highest and lowest levels are small.

The correlation coefficients are

also small, though they still indicate a relationship not very likely
to occur by chance (two of the relationships are significantly unlikely
to have occurred by chance, and the others, though smaller, are still
near the level where they are unlikely to be chance occurrences).

In

Table 13, the building rating used is the overall rating from Question
VIII.

Here, the results are.not as predicted.

In every case, the

highest ratings of each school component occur at the second highest
level of the building rating, and the lowest ratings do not consistently
occur in the lowest level of building ratings (no building ratings in
the lowest category, "unsatisfactory," were received).

The correlation

coefficients suggest that consistent, though moderate, relationships do
exist in the predicted direction, but the trends are weak.

Further, the

differences in value between ratings in the highest and lowest levels of
building ratings are small.

The hypothesis may be confirmed, but only

as showing a weak relationship.
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module faculty
rating

module programs
rating

UTSPH faculty
rating

UTSPH programs
rating

perceived overall
quality of education
at UTSPH

School components
and ratings

excellent

1.500

2.000

1.500

2.000

1.250

satisfactory

1.649

2.171

1.684

1.944

1.974

average usability

2.043

2.652

1.917

2.229

2.064

unsatisfactory

2.000

2.200

2.000

2.200

2.400

-

-

-

-

-

correlation, r,
between mean room
ratings and the
given dependent
variable

0.232

0.177

0.218

0.150

0.183

significance of r

P<‘05

n.s.

P<«05

n*s.

n.s.

mean rating of
all rooms for
all activities

unacceptable

Table 12. Mean ratings of students of various School components, by
mean rating for all rooms for all activities; coefficients of correlation
between School component ratings and room ratings.
All scales have five positions, with 1.0 the highest, 3.0 the neutral or
mid-point, and 5.0 the worst or lowest rating.
"r" is Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient.
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module faculty
rating

module programs
rating

UTSPH faculty
rating

UTSPH programs
rating

perceived overall
quality of educa¬
tion at UTSPH

School components
and ratings

excellent

1.833

2.167

1.714

2.000

1.857

very good

1.529

2.031

1.600

1.882

1.743

adequate

2.226

2.774

1.970

2.250

2.121

somewhat inadequate

2.000

2.706

2.000

2.412

2.562

-

-

-

-

-

correlation, r,
between the overall
building rating
and the given
dependent variable

0.236

0.255

0.249

0.226

0.274

significance of r

p<.05

p<,05

p<.05

p<,05

P<.01

overall rating
of the buildings
of the School

unsatisfactory

Table 13. Mean ratings by students of various School components, by
overall rating of the buildings of the School; coefficients of correlation
between School component ratings and the overall building rating.
All scales have five positions, with 1.0 the highest, 3.0 the neutral or
mid-point, and 5.0 the worst or lowest rating.
"r" is Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient.
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8.2.3. General Discussion
The five hypotheses developed herein represent two levels of generality.
Three were formulated to investigate the general model of behavior physical environment pattern occurrence (see Figure 7).

These three are

HI, relating degree of goal satisfaction to the school ratings; H4,
relating administrative interest to the school ratings; and H5, relating
ratings of the physical environment to overall ratings of the school.
The schoôl component ratings (module and school faculty and programs)
are used as measures of satisfaction as used by the model; if these
are too low, the patterns that make up the School will not occur because
students will leave.
The other two hypotheses, relating social need and satisfaction to
overall ratings (H2), and relating needs for privacy to overall ratings
(H3), are special cases that represent particular pattern occurrences
typifying the model.

Each requires adequate need among the users,

requires some degree of administrative sanction in the form of allowing
the required activities, and each requires appropriate physical facili¬
ties.

They were selected because of the possibility that they are major

needs associated with educational goals and needs but not heretofore
noted or dealt with adequately.
The data in this study have presented many relationships of varying
strength, for which it is not possible to say with any certainty which
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variable caused responses in which other variables.

Also, it is certain

that there are additional variables not even dealt with here that are
related to many or all of the variables involved and produce effects
in the results shown here, but without an estimate of these effects
they may not be treated properly.

Table 14 shows the coefficients of

correlation between the major variables of this study that represent
ratings of the organization and facilities of the School, the admini¬
strative function, and the degree of goal support and satisfaction felt
by students.

Correlations that reach 0.400 are quite strong (for

behavioral measures), and relationships this strong are noted between
several of the variables in Table 14.

Especially, these coefficients

show high relationships between the level of goal satisfaction a student
feels and his ratings of the school at several specific levels; simi¬
larly, they show a consistent relationship between the degree of admini¬
strative interest a student notes and his ratings of the school components.
Consistent but weaker relationships are shown between building ratings
and satisfaction of goals, administrative interest, and the ratings of
the school's functional components.

In view of these associations, the model (shown in Figure 7) should
be altered to this extent: The complex of all satisfaction and dis¬
satisfaction a user feels is related not only to the occurrence of
activities, but also to the opinions held by the users about the factors
involved in the occurrence of the activity.

Specifically, even though

an activity occurs (implying adequate user need, sufficient administra¬
tive support through resource allocation or other means, and the availa¬
bility of a suitable environment), a user's final opinion or degree of
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.263*
.354**.363** .440**.213* .648** .434**.405**.416**.432** .574**.326**.466**.695**.604** .642**.305**.415**.514**.595**.696** .238* .278**.236* .255* .249* .226* .274*
.253* .199 .232* .177 .218* .150 .183 .330** -

Table 14. Coefficients of Correlation Between Major Associated Factors
in the Organization and Facilities of the School of Public Health.
90 <n <96 (varies slightly for each cell, due to occasional non-response)
*
p < .05
** p<.01
*** p <.001
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satisfaction is related to his attitudes toward administrative actions,
his satisfaction with the physical environment, and his individual goal
satisfaction.

Causality cannot be demonstrated; it is equally possible

that the mechanism works the other way around —'.the overall satisfaction
based only on the occurrence of desired activities may then alter the
user’s opinions about the factors that contributed to the activity
occurrence (such as administration, the physical environment, etc.).
The point to be made is that all of these factors are intimately related,
and that changes affecting only one or two factors may have unexpected
effects, or may have no effect whatsoever if countered by related
factors that were not considered in a plan or design.

Social contact need and privacy need are two major behavioral fac¬
tors hypothesized as having important effects on the attitudes and
satisfaction feelings involved here.

In discussing Hypothesis 2, it

was noted that social need as predicted by marital status shows a clear
relationship to the outcome ratings of school component ratings and the
rating of overall education.

When predicted by time in Houston, and by

number of close friends in Houston, social contact need does not clearly
relate to the outcome variables.

It is not possible to select one of

these variables over another, based on the information available here.
If marital status is found to be a more valid indicator of social
contact need, it is tentatively confirmed that social contact need is
an important variable and should be accounted for in planning decisions.
Otherwise, the hypothesis cannot be confirmed.

Privacy need also affects ratings of the school and its components ,j
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though in an unexpected way.

It has been noted that higher ratings of

the dependent variables were given by both the group valuing privacy
highly and finding it available, and the group not valuing privacy
highly and not finding it available.

It is tentatively concluded that

privacy need and social contact need are related in an inverse manner,
and that both needs can be noted in the same person, but one will pre¬
dominate at a given moment.

Therefore, the opportunity for both social

contact and privacy will be desired at different times by most people,
and both opportunities should be available to increase satisfaction to
its greatest level for these two factors.

These factors, as shown by the rather high correlations between
them, form the core of factors that should be considered in planning
and design.

After the minimal functional needs are met, responses to

buildings and other physical environments immediately become much more
complex than the functional requirement level (functional here implying
meeting the physiological and physical service requirements placed
upon a physical facility), and they become interrelated with social
behavior patterns occurring in the physical environments, including
satisfaction of many varied and related goals and needs, the support
received from the organization controlling a given activity or complex
of activities, etc.

Opinions and responses to buildings and physical

environments in general are no longer simple - they have become responses
to all of the related behavioral and organizational factors as well as
responses to the physical environment itself (a small component, since
it is very nearly impossible to isolate any such response from all the
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interfering factors).

This complexity must be recognized in design

processes; to ignore these factors associated inevitably with the physical
environment is to leave them to chance determination, and to allow
possible beneficial effects of the environment to be countered or altered
by other uncontrolled factors.

A general qualification must be added - behavior, as defined in
Section 5.2, was not observed directly in this study.

Instead, respon¬

dents were asked to report about their behavior in various ways.
injects considerable possible bias into the results.

This

There is no reason

to believe that the results are systematically biased, but it must be
noted that actual observation could conceivably disclose discrepancies
in reported behavior.

8.2.4. Summary
Through the development and investigation of a model of behaviorenvironment pattern occurrence, significant relationships are shown to
exist between goal and need satisfaction, organizational support for
goal and need satisfaction, and response to physical environment beyond
the basic functional level.

The case study, the graduate School of

Public Health of the University of Texas at Houston, also shows two
special cases of need factors associated with the educational functions
of the School - social contact, and privacy needs.

Each is felt dif¬

ferently by different sub-populations, and each is related to the overall
satisfaction felt by users.

The need for consideration of these factors

related to physical design and planning is suggested.

9. Appendices
9.1. Evaluation of the School of Public Health Bldg.
9.1.1. Value and Facility Support for Activities
As developed In the last chapter, the usefulness of a facility,
and responses to it, appear to follow this pattern:

Most critical will

be the basic functional usability, and until a minimum level of usability
is reached, most patterns of use of the facility cannot occur.

Beyond

this basic level, responses to a facility will be associated with many
other factors besides the physical environment itself.

Significant

associations have been demonstrated between building ratings and
(1) perceived goal support, (2) perceived administrative interest,
(3) module faculty ratings, (4) module program ratings, (5) UTSPH
faculty ratings, (6) UTSPH program ratings, and (7) the perceived overall
quality of education (see Table 14).

Therefore, without the ability to

demonstrate causality among these factors, it must be kept in mind that
a building response may contain vary large components of responses to
social patterns, organization, goal satisfaction, etc.

Conversely,

measures of these factors may also contain a component of response to
the physical environment alone.

It is probable that the relationships

are two way: That is, all responses of all types interrelate , and may
not be separable.

The measures of responses developed herein are ordinal

measures, and have been considered as approximately interval in nature;
that is, a rating of 1 is higher than a rating of 2, and so on, and the
distance or difference between 1 and 2 is equal to the difference between
2 and 3, etc.

However, there is no zero point on these scales, so they
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are not ratio scales and therefore cannot be compared across different
ratings with much confidence.

The only exception to this would be those

ratings that were obtained on exactly the same scale, such as the ratings
of values for the various activities, or the ratings for the support
received for the various activities; these two could not reasonably
be compared across the scales, however, for there is no guarantee that
they are responded to similarly, and they are not measuring the same
thing.

As a beginning in evaluating the combined problem of activity values
and activity support, the approach cannot simply compare scores for
value and activity support, for reasons outlined above; instead, the
activities can be rank-ordered on their values to the student and on
their support by the school facility.

These rank orders can then be

compared by rank-order correlation, where (similarly to the correlation
coefficients already seen) a score of ±1.0 would indicate perfect
correlation (or inverse correlation for r=-1.0) of the ranks of the two
groups of scores, and a score of 0.0 indicating no correlation at all.
Correlating ranks for activity values and support will show the degree
to which high and low-valued activities have correspondingly high and
low levels of support.

If they vary together, this suggests that the

proper activities are receiving support in the proper hierarchy.

Con¬

versely, if support occurs in a different rank-order than values, it is
suggested that priorities of support are not following what the students
value.

Table 15 shows the activity list and the rank of each activity

on value ratings and on support ratings; Figure 10 shows the calculation
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of Spearman's rank-order correlation coefficient on these data.
coefficient of correlation is 0.0979, a very low figure.

The

While the

coefficient can go as low as -1.0, indicating complete reversal of rank
orders, scores near zero imply that the two rank scores for a given
activity are as likely to vary in one way and with a given difference
as another direction and magnitude.

The important activity most closely matched between ranks on value
and support is the activity "classes," with a value rank of 2 and a
support rank of 1.

Otherwise, rank orders diverge widely.

The top¬

valued activity, use of library resources, is supported at a low level;
as will be discussed below, the library of the school drew much negative
comment.

Overall, the wide differences between value and activity

support suggests that an intervention policy based on providing more
support for the highly valued activities would raise levels of student
satisfaction with the school as an organization and as an educational
function.

What cannot be concluded from the available data is the degree of
support needed, and available, for activities.

While ranks can be

compared as above, items matching in rank of value and support may
still be insufficiently supported compared to actual need.

If 3.0

is taken as the initial neutral point for the support scale, indicating
just that level of support that an activity can occur without major
interference, and this level is then corrected for the overall upward
scale-shift caused by the students' failure to use the lowest rating
for any of their ratings of support, then the actual neutral point is
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rank,
in
value

mean
support
rating

rank,
in
support

activity

mean
value
rating

classes

1.600

2

2.043

1

non-credit seminars
or meetings

2.298

12

2.322

3

working alone
(school-related)

1.602

3

2.913

10

opportunity to be alone
while at school

2.628

13

3.376

11

working with others
(school-related)

2.168

11

2.728

8

casual discussion with
other students

2.011

9

2.366

4

casual discussion with
faculty

1.779

6

2.484

5

appointments or formal
discussion with faculty

1.716

5

2.304

2

1

2.713

7

use of references & reserve
material in a library
use of special equipment,
calculators,keypunch,etc.

2.074

10

2.620

6

field work

1.885

7

2.804

9

release and
recreational activities

1.655

4

3.658

12

other important activities 1.913

-

3.464

-

Table 15. Rank orders of activities for students, by value and support.
Value and support scales have five positions, with 1.0 the highest scale,
3.0 the neutral or average point, and 5.0 the least important or least
supported position.
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rank,
in
value

activity

rank,
in
support

d

i

use of references & reserve
material in a library

i

7

-6

36

classes

2

1

1

1

3

10

-7

49

4

12

-8

64

5

2

3

9

6

5

1

1

7

9

-2

4

8

4

4

16

9

6

3

9

10

8

2

4

11

3

8

64

12

11

1

1

working alone
(school=related)
release and
recreational activities
appointments or formal
discussion with faculty
casual discussion
with faculty
field work
casual discussion with
other students
use of special equipment;
calculators, keypunch, etc.
working with others
(school-related)
non-credit seminars
or meetings
opportunity to be alone
while at school

^d±2=

r

1_6Zdi2
s

37
nJ-n

=

"

6(258)
1728-12

258

0.0979

Figure 10. Calculation of Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficient
for ranks of activities on value to students and on support received.

activity

support
rating

support
rank

value
rank

field work

2.804

9

7

work alone (school related)

2.913

10

3

opportunity to be alone
while at school
release and
recreational activities

3.376

11

12

3.658

12

4

Table 16. Activities of students ranked by available support and
falling below the average level of support.
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the mean of all the responses received and = 2.753.

Assuming this value

as the level of support that is necessary for adequate activity occurrence,
we can look at those activities with values below this point to see where
deficiencies may be occurring.

Table 16 on the previous page shows these

activities and their ratings on support provided from the school.
Briefly, it will be noted that the activities ranked in value as 3rd
and 4th are both poorly supported, and these activities are "working
alone while at school" and "opportunity for some release and recreational
activities at school."

Based on the simple measures developed here, the best obtainable
condition would be one where the rank-order correlation between values
and support for activities would be 1.0, and all ratings of support
would be above the theoretically neutral point (though this point could
not be defined, as here, as the mean ratings since this would place half
of the ratings below the mean by definition) .

These measures are not

very satisfactory, and not very sensitive, so they can be used as direc¬
tion indicators only.

Especially, the support ratings are not very

useful as obtained here - they need to be much more specific in delinea¬
ting deficiencies and constraints produced by the physical environment
and other factors.

In summary, the value-support ratings obtained can indicate gross
differences in values and in the actual functioning of a system of
patterns, such as the School as an organization.

Rank-order statistics

can give a rough numerical value to this fit of values and support.
Specific deficiencies cannot be determined, and only those activities
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or patterns falling below some point of minimum satisfactory support
can be pointed out, with no indication of why they did so.

Further

information is needed, and will be discussed in the next section.

9.ij2.Room Ratings for Specific Activities
Question V in the questionnaire asked students to list the rooms
and spaces that they use for each activity in which they participate
within the School, and then to rate these rooms on their support for
that specific activity on a five-point scale.

Some of this information

has been already used above, where the mean of all a student's responses
to this question was used as a gross building ratings, but here the
*•
detailed information will be used to develop specific faults and defi¬
ciencies in the spaces of the building.

Section 9.4 presents, in matrix form, the complete set of ratings
of each room on each activity; many rooms were never rated for many of
the activities, so there are many blank cells in the matrix, but the most
commonly used rooms were rated many times each for the most common acti¬
vities.

The room ratings will be treated as normally distributed, though

this assumption is not entirely justified; however, examination of the
mean room ratings given by students on all rooms

*V>*ws this

variable to

be, roughly, normally distributed, so the assumption is not entirely
unfounded.

The mean and standard deviation of all the ratings received-

for all rooms on all activities were calculated, along with the mean of
ratings for specific combinations of rooms and activities.

The overall
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mean ratingiisF2.568, and the standard deviation (s.d.) is 0.663.

If

this mean is considered as the mid-poiftt of all ratings given to any
room, points on this scale can be calculated that represent the rating
level that has only a five percent chance of accidentally occurring. That
is, there is very little likelihood that many students gave ratings as
extreme as this by chance alone; instead, many of them will have given
this extreme a rating at the same time, for some unknown reasons.
implies that the rating is more meaningful than the others.

This

While any

level of significance could have been selected, the 5% level is commonly
accepted in the behavioral sciences, so it will be used here.

Table 20

in Section 9.4 shows the calculation of this formula, and it will be
notëd that the limit depends on how many ratings went into the calcu¬
lation of the mean rating- that is to be tested for significance.

Limits

of significance at the 5% level have been calculated, and tabulated in
Table 20, part b., and drawn in part c.

In Table 19 in Section 9.4*

the matrix of room ratings by activities reaching the 5% level of sig¬
nificance for the number of component ratings used in the calculation
of the mean rating tested are marked by a star.

In addition, mean

ratings based on only 1 or 2 ratings were excluded from further considera¬
tion though they may have been significant - these ratings are simply
too unreliable to be meaningful.

The selection of 2 as the cutoff point

for the number of ratings necessary for consideration is arbitrary, but
with three or more ratings included in a mean, there is less and less
change produced by each additional ratings, and the curve becomes less
steep at about n = 3.

In the discussion below, consideration will be

given only to those ratings that are significant at the 5% level, and
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based on 3 or more individual ratings.

Results are summarized in Table 17,

where activities and the rooms rated significantly high or low in
support for that activity are listed.

Table 18 lists all the rooms

receiving significant ratings, and the number of significantly high or
low ratings each received.

Of the activities ranked 1 - 4 in value to students, only the activity
"classes" has any rooms ranked significantly highly.

The top-ranked

activity, "use of references, etc., in the library," was significantly
unsupported by the library itself.

The activity "classes" is signifi¬

cantly supported by five classrooms, but is significantly not supported
by the main classroom of the School, room S225 and its subdivisions.
"Work alone" is not supported by the School; it is supported by no rooms,
and significantly not supported by rooms clearly aimed at this activity,
the study rooms and the library (S125).

The fourth-ranked activity

"recreational and release activity" is not well supported and was signi¬
ficantly not supported, rather unexpectedly, by the grounds of the School,
"Appointments with faculty" are well supported by the expected spaces,
faculty offices, and also by the study rooms.

"Casual discussion," here

including both discussion between students and between faculty and stu¬
dents and therefore representing two of the three social activities, is
well supported only by the entry courtyard, but by no rooms in the
buildings.

"Use of special equipment" is specifically not supported

by two of the rooms housing such equipment, the xerox room and the
biometry lab, which houses several calculators.

The 10th ranked activity,

"work with others," is supported by faculty offices and only one seminar
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activity

rooms rated
significantly more
supportive than avg.

rooms rated
significantly less
supportive than avg.

classes (2)

N244,S142,S215,S234,
S235

S225a,S225b

other seminars or meetings(11)

t.f.o.,N244,S142

-

working alone(3)

“

s.r.,N144,S125

opportunity to be
alone while at school(12)

-

s.r.,S125

work with others(10)

t.f.o.,S234

S125, S205

casual discussion(6,8)

entry courtyard

hallways

appointments with faculty(5)

s.r.,t.f,o.

-

use of references in
the library (1)

-

the library(S125)

use of special equipment(9)

-

N135, S215

recreational and
release activities(4)

-

grounds of the school

other important activities

-

-

S125= library
S205= lunch room
S215= biometry lab

t.f.o.= typical
faculty office
s.r.= study rooms

N135= xerox room
classrooms® N244,S142,
S234,S235,S225a,b,c

Table 17. Rooms rated significantly higher or lower than the overall
mean room rating, by activity.
Numbers in parentheses indicate rank-order of each activity in value to
the students.
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room

number of
significantly
high ratings

number of
significantly
low ratings

total number
of significant
ratings

S125

0

4

4

S142

2

0

2

S205

0

1

1

S215

1

1

2

S225a,b

0

1

1

S234

2

0

2

S235

1

0

1

N135

0

1

1

N144

0

1

1

N244

2

0

2

t.f.0.

3

0

3

s.r.

1

2

3

entry courtyard

1

0

1

hallways

0

1

1

grounds

0

1

1

Table 18. Numbers of significantly high or low ratings received by
rooms for all activities.
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room, but significantly not supported by the library.

"Other seminars

or meetings," as activities, appear to be well supported, while "oppor¬
tunity to be alone while at school" is not at all, though these two are
ranked next to last, and last, in value to students.

In summary, the clearest deficiencies lie in lack of support for
library research, in the ability to obtain privacy, and in the lack of
any support for recreational and release purposes.

Students have little

support in the present School facilities for activities other than formal
contact with faculty through classes or appointments, and for group work.
This would suggest that students are forced away from the School for
relaxation of any type, for any social contact other than the most
superficial, and for any privacy.

In short, the School provides no

amenities for students, and this may be expected to be reflected in dis¬
satisfaction and overall reduced ratings reflecting less favorable atti¬
tudes toward all facets of the school as an activity, as discussed in
Section 8.

9i3.Criticism of Specific Rooms, Room Types,
Questions VIII and X elicit comments about uses and use-patterns
for certain spaces identified before the study as high-use spaces.
These are the study rooms, the library (S125), and the lunch room (S205).
Also, certain services are investigated, specifically the after-hours use
of the building and the xerox services.

Finally, general comments were

requested.

The character of information received changes in the data reported
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below, from general attitudes to very specific detailed comments.

This

can be attributed to two.factors: (1) The questions specifically stimu¬
lated such detailed comments, and (2) people consider physical environ¬
ments in terms of small details, usually problems or constraints
their particular activities.

on

The responses are separated here in similar

detail because it seems probable that attention to such small, seemingly
trivial detail is noted by users and carries considerable value, as shown
by the detail of comments reviewed.

Study Rooms
The basic criticisms received for all spaces in the buildings are
crowding and noise - these are always present at the highest-use times
of the day and week.
important problem.

The study rooms are one place where this is an
Of 96 respondents, 29 specifically mentioned noise

and 18 mentioned crowding as nuisances in the study rooms.

Other objec¬

tions include: The rooms are often used for social purposes by groups;
coffee pots and accompanying traffic are present in some study rooms
and were found distracting; and the rooms were often mentioned as being
sterile, antiseptic, harsh, and having bad lighting.

48.8% of the

students use the lockers assigned to them, and 51.2% do not; 34.5% have
ever studied in the study rooms, while the remainder have not.

The

mean room rating of the study rooms was 3.266 which corresponds to a
rating of barely adquate but not grossly unsatisfactory.

In the general

discussion to follow, comments will be made about measures to improve
these rooms.
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Library
The library is apparently the most seriously inadequate space in
the building.

Not only was it rated as significantly non-supportive

for several activities (including work alone, opportunity to be alone,
work with others, and use of references), but many specific criticisms
were received as well.

41 out of 96 students specifically criticized

noise in the library, and 25 felt it to be crowded.

Other comments

included criticisms of noise produced by the library personnel, but
several students specifically complimented the staff on their helpful¬
ness.

Enclosure of the office area and the provision of a separate

discussion area were suggested, and could alleviate these problems of
noise.
Further criticisms pointed out the lack of organization, speci¬
fically the lack of a card catalog (note: at the time of final writing
of this report, this specific problem was being remedied).

Though some

of these matters are not facility-related, this thesis suggests that
they are all related in their effects and should be considered in a
thorough evaluation.

In summary, the library just doesn't work well

except as a book check-out point; this is mainly a function of the small
size, which produces unavoidable crowding and allows no escape from
noise.

The library received a mean room rating of 3.106, low in the

average usability range.
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Luncheon- Lounge ( S 2o5)
At the time of this survey, this room served as the principle social
contact room in the School.

41 out of 96 students specifically men¬

tioned that they use this room for social purposes.

It is often over¬

crowded, but this is not as serious an objection here as it might have
been in other spaces.

Several criticisms were directed at the quality

of the food service - specifically, often inoperative machines, inade¬
quate food choice with poor quality, and soft drinks that cost 20ç;
generally, students felt mildly exploited by the food services.
is also used to wait for classes.

The room

As in the case of the study rooms,

this space was criticized as being very sterile, harsh, "too white,"
"not very pleasant," and as a "depressing place," but it is used in
spite of these faults, since there are few alternatives.

The mean

number of trips per day to this room reported by students was 2.1, making
a mean number of 2.2 purchases per day.

Only two of 96 students

reported ever studying in this room; the mean room rating received was
2.588, very hig|h in the average usability or neutral value range.

After-Hours Use of the Building
Though the University of Texas police can be called at any time
to let a student into the building, this is apparently rarely done.
Unless a student knows there is a guard present in the building to
allow admittance, the building is apparently considered inaccessible.
While some students felt access to the building to be needed but
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unavailable at most times, the main time when. access was desired but
not possible was weekend mornings and all early mornings.

57.5% of

students have used the building in the evenings, and 61.5% have used it
on weekends.

40.6% have found it difficult to get into the building

after hours, and 42.7% have at least once found it impossible to gain
admittance when needed.

One criticism voiced by some students is that

students in the laboratory courses are given keys, while others are not.
This was resented because other students often need access to calculators
and typewriters, or to their lockers, after hours.

Free xeroxing for students is highly rated; it received a rating
of lv35, where 1.0 was the highest possible score on a five-point scale.
The estimated mean number of copies made per week by students was 13.8.
The mean waiting time for access to the machine during student-use hours
was 20.4 minutes.

The very high value placed on this service suggests

that continued or expanded service will be equally highly valued.

9.1.4. General Comments
Many comments were received, mostly related to the desire for some
privacy occasionally, and for study areas that were functional (quiet,
relatively uncrowded, not so harsh, etc.), and for lounge areas for
some informal contact opportunities.

Other specific comments included

the need for telephones easily available to students (note: a pay phone
has since been installed), improved mail service with some sort of mail
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box system (now available), better parking lot lighting (irrelevant now,
since students have been required to park in a very remote lot),
facilities for the use of the grounds (tables, benches, etc.)» the de¬
sire for alteration in the harsh environments of many rooms (including
plants, different types of lighting with lower intensities, etc.), a
desire for some use of the Grant House adjacent to the School, the need
for a bicycle rack (since provided), and the need for some type of infor¬
mation center.

9.i5. Recommendations
The central problems of the facility as now used are (1) crowding,
(2) lack of any opportunity for privacy, (3) use of spaces for both
study and social functions, (4) generally poor quality environment
without amenities.

Until the planned very large expansion takes place,

the situation can only get worse, but some steps can be taken.

First, the lounge adjacent to the registrar's office can be developed
as a school center, including an information center, carpeting, indirect
lighting, a telephone extension of the School's switchboard system; in
short, develop a space clearly identifiable and usable as an area for
some rest, relaxation, and social contact.

Vending machines should not

be brought into this room; the present location is adequate.

(Note:

Several of these changes have since been implemented - the lounge serves
as mail pick-up, and as a central information point through posted infor¬
mation.

While very crowded, it appears to be functional as a lounge.

It is also now a secretarial pool, and using this space for both typing
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and lounge activities reduces its usability for both, but apparently
not below anyone’s tolerance, yet.).

Second, study rooms should be made more habitable, especially by
carpeting, reduced lighting levels, and changes in contrasts between
surfaces, lighting, and work.

Social contact uses should be discouraged

here, perhaps by removing the tables and providing study carrels on a
first-come, first-served temporary basis (i.e., do not assign carrels
to specific people).

A telephone extension in all or several of these

rooms would be helpful to students.

Coffee services should be removed

from these rooms, with their associated traffic and social contact
activity.

Quiet in study rooms will alleviate most present complaints

about their usefulness.

It appears that crowding in the context of this

School is more a function of high noise level than of actual population
density per room, though the two are clearly related.

Third, access to the building should be improved.

Someone should

be present to let people in and out on weekend days, weekday evenings,
and the building should be opened earlier each day, by 7:00 a.m. if
possible.

It is suggested that keys be given to all students if pos¬

sible (see comments above).

In general, any step that can be taken that can make the building
more habitable will be directly effective in lowering dissatisfaction
(carpets, lower lighting levels and different types of lighting, plants,
etc.).

Other steps likely to be effective are the development of the

presently little-used lounge area, and the removal of social activities
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from the study rooms and library.

The enclosure of the library work

area would be an asset to the usability of the room, already very crowded
and noisy

Generalizing from the model developed in earlier sections, steps
such as these just mentioned would not only address specific facility
faults, but would also allow greater satisfaction of student goals
within the School as an organization and system of activity patterns
(with a corresponding change in overall satisfaction and attitudes
toward the School).

They would directly demonstrate administrative

awareness of certain student needs and use patterns, with a corres¬
ponding change in student perceptions of administration attitudes and
responses to these.

Some of the above steps are minor changes aimed toward the temporary
alleviation of the central problem of crowding, both physical and
acoustic, but until the Phase II building of the School is constructed,
few physical changes can be made, and effort should be directed toward
alleviating the outcomes of crowding - noise, lack of any privacy and toward improving the habitability of the spaces of the School.

These

changes are predicted to alter student responses to the School as an
organization and as an educational activity, especially impacting student
attitudes and satisfaction.

9.2. Comments on the Methods and Results of
This final section is intended to be an evaluation of the study
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presented in the previous two sections - methods, results, and usefulness
are to be considered.

9.2.1. Usability of Results
A model of inter-relationships of human responses to an organization-and -physical environment pattern was proposed, and these relation¬
ships were subjected to testing.

The relationships predicted have been

demonstrated to the level of moderate to strong association, but not to
the level of causality.

This alone is useful, in that it suggests the

strong need for all persons concerned with user responses to organiza¬
tions, whether administrative personnel or facility designers, to con¬
sider all associated factors when measuring, evaluating, or planning for
alterations in responses to an organization.

Further, it is shown that

these associations can be demonstrated in a specific case study.

From

this and other information shown to be obtainable, conclusions and
inferences can be made about use patterns and user needs, values, and
the present sources of support for these patterns and values.

Sources

of problems can be pinpointed and courses of action suggested to alleviate
the problems.

It appears, then that this general method is adequately

informative to allow a basic evaluation of facilities in terms' of
general patterns of facility use.

9.2.2. Major Faults
First, it is desirable to complete the verification of the model
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of relationships in the occurrence of behavior-environment patterns with
respect to causality, if possible.

This is a complex problem and no

suggestions are available at this time about how to proceed.

The ideal

situation would be a natural experiment where an organization changes
only one of the three major factors (administrative approach, user needs
and physical facility), and surveys of perceived goals and attitudes
could be made both before and after the change.

Such information would

allow priorities to be placed on the various related factors such as
administrative interest or policies, goal satisfaction for various
user groups, and facility constraints, and effort could be directed to
those points most susceptible to change.

Second, and more specific to the instrument used here, much develop¬
ment is needed in rating scales for user activity values, the support
available for these activities, and the rating of room usability for
various activities.

At present these scales are ordinal, and it has

been assumed that they approximate equal-interval scales, but this still
allows reasonably valid comparison across only those ratings measured
on the same scale, not across ratings measured on different scales even
though they may appear similar.

For example, if a scale could be

developed to measure both value for activities and support available
for them, and containing an absolute zero point of no value or lowest
possible support, then ratios of relative value or relative support could
be used to compare rooms or other factors.

A major criticism that can

be directed at this study is the lack of adequate development of the
attitude measurement scales (values, perceived support for activities,
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attitudes toward administration, etc.), and room rating methods.

The

method of rating rooms particularly needs much more development to ob¬
tain information about why, specifically, rooms are supportive or nonsupportive; also the nature of the question itself must be considered
to obtain an adequate response rate.

The present question was not

responded to well except those ratings where a specific room was listed
and a response requested.

The present ratings are in most cases based

on too few individual ratings to be very meaningful, even though they
may have achieved statistical significance.

Changes in rating-scale

design could also allow the use of several appropriate statistical
tests to give somewhat more precise quantification to the comparisons
to be made.

The present study is inadequate in the degree of statis¬

tical sophistication achieved; the many non-parametric statistics that
are available would have been very appropriate here.

One additional criticism can be made - this questionnaire was too
long, too complex, and directed to only one user group due to limita¬
tions in time and resources.

To be more useful, such instruments

should be much tighter and more precise, shorter, and all user groups
for an organization should be surveyed..

In the present case, the

faculty and staff of the School of Public Health should have been
surveyed as well.

923. Effectiveness
This study, incomplete as it may be, required several months and a
great deal of time to carry out.

It is conceivable that several persons
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working for six months could do a complete, very detailed evaluation
of the School 6f Public Health facility for all user groups, or some
similarly-sized organization, but this would be a very expensive process
A different line of approach might be more useful in the long run evaluation of generally occurring behavior-environment patterns.

The

work of Christopher Alexander and associates in Pattern Language could
be a basic key to generally usable evaluations (Alexander, 1967, 1968,
1969).

He seeks to identify the basic activity patterns that make up

organizations, and their optimum identifiable environments; then, facili
ties are designed by the appropriate combination of these patterns.

In

theory, there is a large but finite number of patterns that can be
eventually identified and used to form most types of facilities.

If

this work were linked with evaluation techniques such as those offered
by Barker in behavior-environment pattern analysis (Barker, 1968), or
with methods that might be developed from those begun here, a general
method of environmental designand study could result.

This would

require a tremendous effort, but would be worthwhile if an easily
usable method of environmental analysis resulted from it.

9.2.4. Suggested Trends to Develop from this
Several of the specific methods used here were found to obtain
useful information - they offer a core for future development.

The

underlying concept of the entire work is the idea that entire patterns
of behavioral uses of organizations and their facilities can be built
up from component activities, and evaluation carried out in terms of
the values of these activities to user groups and the support available
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for these activities from the organization.
ponent activities is seen as critical.

The development of the com¬

Once such a list is developed

for a given organization, information can be obtained about each, such
as time spent in each activity for various users, values, available
support, supportive and unsupportive environmental features, etc.

The

specific questions used to obtain this information about activities are
inadequate, but it is suggested that further work on both the definition
of such activity lists and the measurement of their attributes would be
profitable and useful in organization and facility evaluation.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT HOUSTON
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
P. 0. Box 20186 Astrodome Station Houston, Texas 77025
(713 ) 741-0400

April 24, 1972

This survey is directed toward evaluating the new building of the
School of Public Health, and how the building is related to various
needs and goals of students of the School.
Though the questionnaire is lengthy, most of the questions may be
answered very quickly; questions II and V request consideration in
some detail of how you use the school— it is suggested that you read
these initially and consider them for a day or two before answering
(though the questions themselves will not require over 20 or 30 minutes
to complete).
Your cooperation in completing this survey will contribute to an extensive
and hopefully valid evaluation of effects of the hew building, and its
relations to student programs.. All students are being asked to complete
this form; please return them, by Wednesday, May 3 if possible, to the box
in the mail room marked "building evaluation", and cross off your name on
the student roster attached, to the box (this does not identify you; it
merely indicates that you have returned the form).

Thank you very much.

Larry Whitehead

9.3. Questionnaire Used in this Study
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This questionnaire is planned to study the occurrence of various
activities in the educational programs of students of this school, their
value to you as a student, and how the new building of the School of Public
Health may affect and be affected by these activities. All students in the
School are being asked to fill out this questionnaire; respondents cannot
be identified, so your answers are confidential.

I. Individual data— please mark the appropriate response for each question.
1. Module

(l)HSA
(2)UH

2. Degree Program

(3)IH
(4) PS

(5) EH
(6) DC

(1) MPH
(2) MS

(3)DrPH
(4)PhD

(5) Special

3.

Marital Status (1) I consider myself married or
in a long-lasting relationship
(2) I do not consider myself married,
or in a long-lasting relationship

4.

How many children do you have?

5. What is your age?
6. Sex

(l)Male

(2)Female

7. Number of years in Houston

(1) less than one
(2) more than one
but less than
(3) more than two

year
year,
two
years

8.
Were you employed full time before entering UTSPH? (l)Yes
If do, what was your work?
Are you employed now? (l)full time
(2)part time
(3)not employed
If so, what is your present work?
9. With how many persons in Houston
friendship or relationship?

would you say that you have a very deep

10. What year did you receive your bachelor's degree? 19
In what field?
11.

What is your present principle area of interest,or discipline?

Please go to part II, beginning on the next page.

(
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II. Time spent in various activities
The following are activities believed to occur in the School, among the
many individual programs. Please list the time (in hours) that you spend
in an average week on each activity in each of the three general locations
listed (school, your home, elsewhere). Please answer as accurately as possible;
use zeroes where appropriate.
hours hours hours
at school
at home
elsewhere
1. classes (actual in-class time)
2. non-credit seminars or meetings
3. working alone (school related)— all
time spent working alone, on indepen¬
dent study work, projects, class
préparâtion, etc.
4. how much time per week are you able
to find and use a room by yourself
at the School?
5. working with others (school related)—
group projects, collective preparation
of work, etc.
6. casual discussion with other students
7. casual discussion with faculty
8. appointments or formal discussion
with faculty
9. use of references, reserve material,
journals, etc., in a library
10. use of special equipment— calculators,
keypunch, etc.
11. field work (please list type)

12. activities not specifically program
related, but valued for release,
recreation, etc.
13. other important activities

Please go to part III, beginning on the next page
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III* Value of the activities to you
The activity list is repeated below. For each activity, would you please
place a mark on the adjacent value scale, indicating the value of the acti¬
vity to you.
example: non-credit seminars
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1. classes (courses, in general)
2. non-credit seminars or meetings
3. working alone (school related)
k. opportunity to be alone while
at school
5. working with others(school related)
6. casual discussion with other students
7. casual discussion with facility
8. appointments or formal discussion
with faculty

9.
use of references, reserve material,
journals, etc., in a library
10. use of special equipment—calculators,
keypunch, etc.
11.

L

field work (please list type)

12.activities not specifically program
related, but valued for release, rec¬
reation, etc.
13.

other important activities

Please go to Question IV, beginning on the next page.
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IV. Support available for the various activities
The activity list is repeated below. For each activity, would you please
place a mark on the adjacent scale, indicating how well you believe the
School of Public Health as an organization conducts and/or provides support
for the activity listed. For example, for the activity "working with
others ", you might feel that the school does not provide any support for t'r.
activity; you would then mark the scale like this:
example : working with others

:

:

:
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3. working alone (school related)
U. opportunity to be alone while
at school
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6. casual discussion with other students 1
1

8. appointments or formal discussion :
with faculty
9. use of references, reserve material,
journals, etc., in a library

1

10. use of special equipment—calculators, £
keypunch, etc.
11.

field work (please list type)

12.activities not specifically programrelated, but valued for release,rec¬
reation, etc.
13-other activities

Please go to Question V, beginning on the next page.
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V. Activity Settings and Ratings
The same activities are again listed below. For each of them, please list
the rooms in which you carry out these activities (by room numbers, which
may be determined from the attached floor plans), and after each room listed,
rate the room on its usability according to the scale defined below (by placing
the appropriate rating number in the parentheses after the room listing).
Please list only the four most commonly used rooms, if more than four are
used for a given activity; on some activities, a rating is requested on a
specific room.
example: classes (course meetings)

S225

(3 )

N242 (2 )

S235 ( 4)
S234

(2 )

1 = excellent ; no difficulties at all are found in using this room; the room
is pleasant and supportive of the main activity
2 = satisfactory; minor difficulties may be rarely encountered; no discomfort
of any type is noticed
3 = average usability; the room is not especially suited for this activity,
but it functions adequately; minor inconveniences are common, and, rarely,
very serious difficulties may be found; usually adequate
4 = unsatisfactory; difficulties are common, and occasionally overwhelming;
the room is difficult to use for this activity, but it can be tolerated
most of the time
5 = unacceptable; the room is essentially unusable, but has been used because
no other was available; major difficulties are very often found in its
use; it would be an advantage to discontinue its use altogether for this
activity
1. classes (course meetings)

2. other seminars or meetings

3. working alone (please rate the study
room that you use)

4. opportunity to be alone while at
school

Please continue question V on the next page
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V. Activity Settings and Ratings (continued)
1 = excellent; no difficulties at all are found in using this room; the
room is pleasant and supportive of the main activity
2 = satisfactory; minor difficulties may be rarely encountered; no discomfort
of any type is noticed
3 = average usability; the room is not especially suited for this activity,
but it functions adequately; minor inconveniences are common, and, rarely,
very serious difficulties may be found; usually adequate
4 « unsatisfactory; difficulties are common, and occasionally overwhelming;
the room is difficult to use for this activity, but it can be tolerated
most of the time
5 = unacceptable; the room is essentially unusable, but has been used because
no other was available; major difficulties are very often found in its
use; it would be an advantage to discontinue its use altogether for this
activity
5. working with others (informal groups)

(

)

( )

( )
6. casual discussion

( )

halls (
entry
court (

)

( )

(

)

( )

7. appointments with faculty

)

( )
8. use of references, reserve material,etc.,
in the library
9. use of special equipment (keypunch,
calculators, etc.)

S125

(

)

( )

( )

(

)

( )
10. recreational and release activities grounds(

)

( )

( )
( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

11. other important activities (please list)

Please go to question VI, beginning on the third page following.
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VI. Overall support of goals
The program of each person in the School is made up of several activities
of different types. The combined effects of these activities tend either to
meet or not to meet the needs and goals of each student. Please check the
definition below that best describes how well the school in general is
meeting your educational needs and goals.

(1)

All of my goals are being met very well, either by present or projected
programs and activities; while some improvement can always be made, all
of my educational needs axe being met in a near-optimum way.

(2)

Most of my goals are being met quite well; most of the programs that
I am involved in are quite appropriate for my needs, while some axe
adequate but not particularly appropriate; some room for improvement
definitely exists, but the overall value of my program is quite positive

(3)

My goals axe being met adequately, but optimum support is not being
provided by the School; much improvement could be made, but in its
absence the overall program that I am participating in is acceptable
but not outstanding

(4)

My goals are not being met adequately; some of my needs axe sufficiently
met but most axe not; the support provided by the School is inadequate
and improvement is needed in several areas to produce an acceptable
program

(5)

My goals are not being met; most of my educational needs axe not being
adequately supported to be more than marginally worthwhile, and some
activities axe useless; the overall support received for my program is
insufficient and unsatisfactory

Please go to Question VII, on the next page.
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VII. Interest of administration in student programs
Please check the definition "below that best expresses your feelings about
the interest of the School administration in supporting individual students
and their programs, and groups of students.

(1)

The administration is very interested in student programs and activities.
All reasonable requests for support (time, money, use of facilities,etc.)
will be considered carefully and attempts made to meet them. A broad
spectrum of activities is acceptable to the administration.

(2)

The administration is quite interested in student programs and needs ;
most requests for support will be carefully considered and attempts
made to meet these; a fairly wide range of activities is acceptable to
the administration.

(3)

The administration is moderately interested in student programs and
activities. Some activities will be supported, and others will not be
supported, usually for clear reasons. A moderate range of activities
is acceptable to the administration.

(4)

The administration is only somewhat interested in student programs and
activities; many requests for support will be refused, others granted,
and the reasons for acceptance or refusal are often unclear. Usually
little effort is made to meet goals nnd needs, and a restricted range
of activities is acceptable.

(5)

The administration is not very interested in student programs and
activities; almost all requests for support will be refused if they
do not fall in a very narrow range of activities; reasons for refusal
are rarely clear, and little effort is made to meet student needs and
goals.

Please go to Question VIII, on the next page
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VIII. Specific Activity Setting Questions
1.
Do you store things in
(l)Yes
(2)No
. Do you study
How would you rate the room using the
For what reasons did you give it this

your assigned locker in your module study room?
there? (l)Yes
(2)No
rating scale from Question V?
rating?

2.
For what activities do you use the UTSPH library, other than to check
out books or for reading reserved material?
How would you rate the room, using the rating scale from Question V?
For what reasons did you give it this rating?

3.
How many times per day do you use the student lunchroom?
purchases do you make per day?
Do you study there? (l)Yes
(2)No
For what other activities do you use the lunchroom?
How would you rate the room on the scale from
Question V?
For what reasons?

How many

4. Do you ever use the building in the evenings? (l)Yes
(2)No
on
weekends? (l)Yes
(2)No . Is it difficult to find a guard to admit
you to the building? (l)Yes
(2)No . Are there times when the building
is completely closed that you would like to use it? (l)Yes
(2)No .
If so, when?
5. How many Xerox copies do you make per week?
What is your average
waiting time to use the Xerox machine?_
How valuable is free
Xeroxing to you? (l)Very valuable
(3)often valuable
(2)Quite valuable
(4) occasionally useful
(5) unimportant
6. Check the scale below in the space that best describes the overall success
of the new building of UTSPH, as you see it.
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8. If you have any general or specific comments on the usability of the new
building that you would like to be included in the evaluation of the facility,
please list them below and on the back.

Please go to Question IX, on the next page.
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IX. Satisfaction with educational programs
Please place a mark in the scales below in the position that best indicates
your rating of the items at the left.
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X. Additional comments for the evaluation study, on any facet.

Thank you very much
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9.4. Mean Ratings Obtained on all Rooms for all Activities
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Table 20.a. method of calculation of confidence limits for mean room
ratings, b. confidence limits for means based on different numbers of
individual ratings, c. confidence limits as a graph.
a.

overall mean room rating® 2.568 (on a scale from 1 to 5, with 1
highest, 3 neutral, and 5
lowest)
standard deviation® 0.663
for 95% confidence limits, z= + 1.960
then the limits are: mean + ,z j[st.dev.)
—
n
example: for n=5 (i.e., the mean for the individual room is based
on 5 individual ratings),
limits®

2.568 +
~

= 1.987 and 3.149
5

so when the mean rating for a room is above or below these limits,
it will be designated as being significant, and has only a 5%
chance of occuring by accident, normality of distribution is being
assumed; the actual distribution is approximately normal.
b.

n
1
2
5
10
15
20
25
30
35

upper limit
1.269
1.649
1.987
2.157
2.232
2.277
2.308
2.333
2.348

lower limit
3.867
3.487
3.149
2.979
2.904
2.859
2.828
2.805
2.788

c.

mean
room
.rating

2.5-

on a given room
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